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Here is the second Broadsheet for 1975. We have a full
year’s work of production ahead of us. So far we are all
working in a voluntary capacity —your help is not only
welcome but necessary to keep Broadsheet alive and
growing throughout 1975.
You can help in a variety of ways so don’t let the thought
that you aren’t Jane Austen hold you back! There are
several specific areas in which we need help. If you can
help with any of the following, please contact Sandra
at 764 893 so we can co-ordinate the activities.
First, promotional work. You can make sure the local
shops are stocking and displaying Broadsheet well. If
the local bookseller is not stocking Broadsheet or does
net receive an issue ask her/him to contact Gordon and
Gotch. You could organise a poster drive — advertise
Broadsheet on lamp posts, walls, buildings, classrooms,
offices, buses, cars etc. You could approach newspapers
radio talk back shows and TV personnel — tell them
about Broadsheet and about the interesting articles in it.
Second, advertising. Contact any firm you can think of
to buy advertising space. Our rates were printed in the
January issue.
Third, we need women to train as typesetter operators.
Anyone who can type accurately, outside office hours
and at a city location would be able to do this.
Fourth we need writers, artists, photographers and
layout people. In addition, we always need and welcome
contributions from our readers, both articles and news
backgrounders and letters, as well as items for Hogwash
and Kicking Against the Pricks.
Fifth, we desperately need secretarial assistance with
letter writing, telephoning etc.
Finally, you can help by soliciting subscriptions for us.
Take out gift subscriptions and persuade a friend to do
the same.

ADVERTISING RATES AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION :
Broadsheet is printed web offset, with two columns of
20ems (8.5 cm) to the page except for the arts pages
which are three columns of 13ems (5.5 cm) to the page.
Thus all advertisements except those which required
placement on the arts pages would be in 20em columns.
The columns are 25 cm deep.
We require camera ready art work except where special
arrangements are made. The deadline for copy is four
weeks before publication date, i.e. for the May issue the
deadline is 31 March.
Distribution dates are : subscribers, last Thursday of
month prior to publication date, bookshops first
Thursday of the month of issue.
RATES:
Casual and Classified : $1.20 per col cm with a minimum
of 2 cm.
CONTRACT RATES :
1
- 49 cm
50 - 249 cm
250 -

$1.10 per cm
$1.00 per cm
$0.95 per cm

Specified position plus 25%
All rates quoted are nett, except for staff recruitment
advertising which features equal pay and equal opport
unity. This will receive a discount of 10%.
CONTACT : Sandra Coney 764 - 893
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Dear Broadsheet,
Triumph! I have just fixed a dripping tap, and since
we have just moved to a house with a limited water
supply it really was important.
I have noted that other magazines have had similar
handy hint columns but (a) I skip over them, and (b) I
don’t keep the magazine.
Broadsheet I read from cover to cover, and keep - and
trust.
So thanks to Sandi Hall and everyone.
Irene Cox Nan kiveil
Palmerston North
Dear Broadsheet,
It was clear from the report in the August issue headed
‘Women protest at union strikes’ that Broadsheet thinks
each and every action undertaken by women, no matter
how mistaken or confused it may in fact be, is to be
considered a Good Thing.
Yet in the very same issue of Broadsheet we read about
a group of women who had bypassed the courts to take
action against a rapist, and another which had attacked
a rapist, because the law was inadequate, wrongly ad
ministered and hence had to be ignored, or in the case
of the attack, actually broken.
It seems you realize that militancy involves action and
that action does not always fit neatly in with the law as
it stands or is used; moreover that the ‘usual means of
democratic and united representation’ may simply not
be effective. The suffragists knew this too. But appar
ently when the unions take action in the course of a
struggle, they are denounced.
Of course strikes cause inconvenience, and often prim
arily to housewives (perhaps the strikers’ wives) ; this is
unavoidable. But it is very sad to hear women who are
supposed to be the wives of unionists or concerned for
the unions whining about it. It’s a neat trick to set the
women against the workers, or vice versa, telling men for
instance that ‘equal pay will lower your wages’. But I
had hoped that if some women fell for it, Broadsheet’s
reporters would have had more political sense than to
support them.
I hate to tell you this, but we are not going to get
either worker-owned businesses or liberation for women
by ‘working within the framework of our laws to get
the changes we want’, as Mrs. Kay put it. Every so
often the unions are forced to realize this, and they act
accordingly, as does the women’s movement. Obviously,
the unions’ attitude to the women’s movement is fre
quently as useless as some women’s views on the unions.
But battling each other gets us nowhere, and I would
have liked Broadsheet to have had the guts to say so.
Anne Else
Albania .

Dear Broadsheet,
Toni Church’s article on the Mother’s Wage (Broadsheet
No. 23) involved so many inaccuracies and misrepresen
tations that it seemed pointless to reply. However, Julie
Thompson’s letter (Broadsheet No. 25) deserves comm
ent.
Firstly, I am puzzled at the claim by Ms Thompson,
among others, that the Mother’s Benefit, or whatever
you wish to call it, should be paid to ‘either parent
who stays at home full - time to mind children’. The fact
that a parent goes out to work does not automatically
disqualify him or her from the child caring role and I
would have thought that feminists would have stoutly
resisted the belief that it does. A Mother’s Benefit or
whatever, is paid irrespective of the designated parent’s
employment status and is conceptually distinct from
the ‘at home benefit’.
Secondly, a Mother’s Benefit, or whatever, is a payment
for child care not for housework. After all the bachelor
girl working full time carries out housework and no-one
advocates she is entitled to a Mother’s Benefit.
The question of the level of the benefit is a thorny one,
and that is why I was not silly enough to advocate the
$10 per week level. In my submissions to the Select
Committee on the Status of Women, I suggest a rate
directly related to the social security benefit rate, for in
fact there is a Mother’s Benefit imbedded into our social
security system. (I would be curious tc know whether
opposition to the Mother’s Benefit includes opposition
to the Domestic Purposes Benefit for solo parents, and
if not where the conceptual distinction is made). The
rate I suggested to the select committee runs to the
equivalent of a current employment pay rate of about
$2.00 an hour before tax for care of young children. It
would cost a total of $190 m. net a year - but I confess
that my submissions had other extensive expenditure
proposals of which the Mother’s Benefit was only a part.
(Incidentally, the submissions did recommend the abol
ition of the M code for income tax calculations, which
in effect is a housewives’ wage of $2.40 a week. Am I
alone in my approach?)
Finally on the question of naming, the expression
“ Mother’s Benefit” is not my choice but that of a meet
ing of N.O.W. in Christchurch in August 1972. As my
writing indicates, I have had reservations to the title but
have remained, and will remain, loyal to their choice
until another group of feminists choose an alternative,
or a clearly better title emerges. Might I caution against
the use of “ Wage” since it is not clear who the recipient
is employed by. In any case, surely it is a “salary” and
not a wage.
If I may finish on a general point. Our economic system
was evolved by male chauvinist businessmen and justi
fied by male chauvinist economists. If their thinking
frame is used then either one concludes that a Mother’s
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Benefit is not warranted or, if it is justified, like the
abolition of slavery, the economy cannot afford it. If
a less chauvinistic frame is used the issue becomes not
whether a Mother’s Benefit is justified, but who pays
it. What happens today is that the entire burden of the
benefit is borne by the parents, particularly the mother.
Surely the issue is whether it is rational to charge a
socially productive activity such as child care entirely to
a narrow segment of our society,
Brian Easton,
Dept, of Economics,
University of Canterbury,
CHRISTCHURCH.
Dear Broadsheet,
In reply to Brian Easton’s letter (above) forwarded to
me for comment, I would like to press the following
points.
1. No-one is stating that a parent who works is disqual
ified from the child-care role. What is obvious is that
a parent who works full-time spends less time with the
children than does a parent who works part-time or not
at all. I am against a child care wage but I said that if
it is to be paid at all it should be payable to whichever
parent stays home to look after children not be made
payable to the mother.
2. In a letter to me 13.1.75 Mr Easton states “ presum
ably the allowance would also be payable to a father
with equivalent responsibilities (of a mother) ...” In
that letter he also states “ the expression mother also
applies to the father who is caring for children”. In the
letter printed above he says the benefit is to be paid
not just to mothers who stay at home but be paid irr
espective of employment status.
It is difficult to know what he is proposing.
He states that the wage is payment for child care not
housework. It is money paid to the person responsible
for the childcare so that that person can buy child care.
If this is the case, where does that person find the child
care to buy?
The 1971 Royal Commission on Pre-School Education
facilities in N.Z. found a severe shortage of child care
facilities. You can not buy child care in N.Z. very
easily. And in many cases where “ the person at home”
desperately needs to leave the children, the services of
friendly neighbour, friend or relative cannot be bought
either.
3. The Rate of Benefit: The Report by the Social Dev
elopment Council on the “ Social Implications of Equal
Pay” advocates $10 per week. Mr Easton would not do
that. But he also points out that his $2 per hour (before
t tax) is ridiculous to expect in terms of financial feasib
ility under the present economic set-up, and that set-up
is not going to change. Even this amount still comes
out at 28 cents less per hour than males earned on aver
age in the first half of 1974. In addition presumably
only 40 hours of the estimated 99 hours that a woman
works in the home per week is to be paid !
4. My opposition to the Mother’s Benefit does not incl
ude opposition to the D.P. Benefit at this stage. Solo
mothers do not have creches to leave their children in
while they work. There are not enough part-time jobs
that would pay a solo mother enough to live on if she
did share the child care with other solo mothers. The
cards are totally stacked against them at present. The
D.P. is her food and shelter. But this benefit is a whole
new story too. The proposed Mother’s Benefit is a bribe

to keep women in the home. It is an incentive to over
come the attraction of outside employment when equal
pay is fully implemented. It is also an endeavour to
give women a palliative, to keep them “happy” so that
they will stay at home, and remain “ the dead heart of
the family” . It is assumed that if a mother works the
child suffers in her emotional development. There is no
evidence that this is true. In fact quite the opposite (1).
It is becoming too evident that it is cruel to keep women
at home feeling guilty if they should leave the children
and do something for themselves (not necessarily work).
Many women rapidly lose confidence in themselves, feel
lonely and depressed, housebound, and isolated.
Brian Easton comes closer to the point when he states
(13.1.75) “ Today almost the entire burden of raising
young children is carried out by the parents and usually
mainly by the mother ... the psychological and social
injustice to those women who are also mothers is surely
unacceptable.” You are right! It is! Explicit recognition
of the fact that this Benefit will be paid to women (since
they do do the child care) points to the aim of this bene:
fit to slow down the changing of the social roles of
women and men which will be accelerated by the finan
cial (and therefore emotional) independence that Equal
Pay could give to women.
Julie Thompson

(1) “ Effects of Maternal employment on Children:
A Review of Recent Literature” C. Etaugh. MerrillPalmer Quarterley. March 1974.
Dear Broadsheet,
January’s Broadsheet was the fourth feminist publication
I have read lately containing an article condemning
hospital care in childbirth. Charlotte Braggins’ assertion
that it is all political I don’t agree with. Like our educ
ation system our hospital systems have become impossibly
big and it is the size that causes a great deal of the
injustice and cruelty. Thousands and thousands of
people find it necessary, or choose, to live in cities and,
to cater for these masses, hospitals have become bigger
and bigger, and further and further away from any
port of individual deviation.
Charlotte Braggins’ attitude was so negative to start with!
I bet a lot of maternity nurses reading that article had
their hackles rising! A tirade like hers based on her one
experience (and she contributed to her problems) won’t
change things.
O.K. so she had her cunt viciously assaulted with a
large pair of scissors - didn’t she know anything about
childbirth? Hadn’t her reading and relaxation exercises
prepared for this possibility? She was quite happy to
have an induction at only two days past her (calendar!)
due day (it suited her friends) but resented a cut which
could well have prevented brain damage to her baby
and a bad rip in that same cunt. I admit epistiotomies
are performed much too freely these days and often
not stitched up satisfactorily, but Ms Braggin could have
asked why hers was necessary - and they often are. Yes,
the stitching up is very, very unpleasant but this is
usually compensated for by the fact that a healthy babe
has just been delivered. She didn’t say if her epistiotomy
affected her fucking - but a rip most certainly would
have.
Peggy Frew
Ohakune.
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Dear Broadsheet readers,
A group of us loosely based around Victoria University
Feminists are working on a booklet presenting some of
the basic data and references on the status of N.Z.
women. Any help in the way of information would be
very helpful, particularly about the status of women
primarily occupied in the home; and any tangible facts
about gay women. We also need good graphics. Please
write c/o me at: 27 Sar St, Thomdon, Wellington.
In sisterhood,
Debbie Jones.
Dear Broadsheet,
It is seldom that a magazine gets better with each issue usually with the first flush of enthusiasm and energy
gone, the tendency is to settle back to mediocrity or
hack phrases.
I do not see this happening with Broadsheet and am
extremely impressed by the general high quality and
careful reasoning.
And now the but. It saddens me to see in your January
editorial “ Issues of contraception and abortion cannot
be opposed on anything but anti-woman grounds. This
is because it is vital that women be able to control their
bodies” .
It is this kind of ludicrously sweeping statement that
will probably render the 2nd United Women’s Conference
an ineffective bickering session between those who
believe they have a right to do what they want with their
bodies (as you appear to - try taking your body for a
naked walk down Queen St and see what rights ybu have)
and those who march for life and seem unaware that
most of the world’s population are being starved of
life so that we in New Zealand can over-eat at Christmas
time.
When I look at the wide range of workshops already
registered for the conference, I am reassured that other
people beside myself seem to think that issues concerning
women include more than the abortion issue. But L
wonder whether the conference will reflect that.
Yours sincerely,
Marion Wood.
Dear Broadsheet,
It is distressing to hear you are having difficulties raising
cash ; were I a bit more on top of things financially
you’d get a free page or two from me.
Be that as it may, it’s really good to see a magazine of
your quality and honesty in print, and it would be a real
shame for you to go under. Should you do so the fem
inist movement in New Zealand would suffer a pretty
severe blow ; few things are as important to a movement
as a national means of communication. Broadsheet
serves a multiplicity of functions not really capable of
being met in any other way, and as such is a focus for all
those interested and/or committed persons. Where I live
is a hotbed of the masculine ripoff, and no doubt there
is much to be done here, though it must be done in fem
inism by women. Men can do things too, but only with
men, and I try, in my small way, but it is pretty hard. It
makes me happy to read your magazine and know some
thing is going on somewhere. Please keep plugging, and
before you go down for the third time yell LOUD at
least so’s I can hear.
Stephen McCloy

Dear Broadsheet,
Whatever possessed you to print Robin Mack’s hysterical
denunication of Moslem culture (sic) and the Koran in
an otherwise excellent issue on Women and Religion? I
doubt that any informed person would dispute the fact
that the burden of oppression in the Third World falls
heaviest on its women. However, the view that this bur
den is measurably lighter for women in Animist Africa,
Catholic Latin America, Hindu or Buddhist South East
Asia than it is for women in the Moslem Middle East
seems to me at best naive and at worst bigoted.
Of course, Ms Mack’s article wasn’t really concerned with
with the oppression of Moslem women but with the op
pression of white, wealthy (comparatively), western
women tourists by Moslem men. Therefore I would sug
gest Ms Mack read Shulamith Firestone’s The Dialectic
of Sex for an interesting discussion of why whites,
wealthy, western, women tourists are so often insulted/
assulted when they go slumming, whether in ghettos or
developing countries.
Yours faithfully,
Sandra G. Taylor
Auckland

STOP PRESS
Auckland Women’s Liberation now has a Women’s
Centre at 125 Ponsonby Road, Auckland.
Grand Opening — International Women’s Day,
March 8th. All day and evening. All women welcome.
Needed — rent pledges, workers, donations, helpers
to redecorate etc.
Phone Pilar 762 776 or Robin 605 594 for further
details or offers.

H a lfw a y House
A group of six women in Auckland have begun to
establish a Half-Way House for Women. Negotiations
are well underway for a suitable house. We would like
you to join us in any way you can so that in sister
hood we can build a psychological environment at HalfWay House (yet to be named properly) in which women
who are at a crisis point in their lives can find support
from women, and find a new identity in themselves
rather than in terms of somebody else.
We want to provide food and shelter temporarily, trans
port and babysitting services so the women who come
can find jobs, accommodation, and see doctors, lawyers,
or counsellors (hopefully feminist) without worrying
about their children.
We would like feminists of all ages and skills to join us.
It is too big for any small group to manage, and we need
'th e participation of many women. Don’t feel YOU
have nothing to offer us. You have.
If you can help with:
Time, furniture, advice, soft furnishings, professional
skills^etc. etc. please contact Anne 764-865 evenings,
or Julie 763 265 evenings
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January 21
Graduating kindergarten teachers in Auckland are having
difficulty in finding jobs, Ms Wendy Lee, President of
the New Zealand Free Kindergarten Teachers’ Assoc
iation disclosed in Auckland today. Only 30 of the 83
women who gained diplomas at the end of 1974 have
found employment.
January 22
Police today returned all but 15 of the files seized in the
raid on the Auckland Medical Aid Centre last September.
Jan’-.ary 28
Hamilton East M.P. Ms Dorothy Jelicich, disclosed today
that she had been barred from entering two clubs because
she is a woman. She had been accompanying a Cabinet
Minister on a goodwill tour of Hamilton. Ms Jelicich said
she would investigate the legal position and said she
would move an amendment to Parliament if necessary
to remedy the situation. The following day a Licensing
Control Commission spokesperson said that it no longer
grants liquor charters to clubs whose rules discriminate
against women but that this did not affect clubs whose
charters had been granted in the past.
January 29
*
The new periodic detention centre for women which will
open in Epsom within the next few months will be run
by a feminist, Eve Bourke,
January 31
Shering Chemicals announced that they have developed
an oestrogenic pill which combats the distressing
effects of menopause in middleaged women. The pill
relieves depression, insommnia and irritability and stops
hot flushes and sweating.
Dr R.J. Seddon said in Auckland today that sterilization
among women had increased 400% in the last five years.
The police returned the remaining 15 files to the
Auckland Medical Aid Centre. Four days later the
police visited one of the Centre’s former doctors at his
Sydney home and showed him photo copies of the
returned files which they were still using in their
investigations. The following day Police Commissioner
Burnside defended the use of photo copies saying that
although the Supreme Court had ordered the return of
the files it had not mentioned photo copies.
February 3
Ms Dorothy Jelicich called for a Royal Commission to
investigate the issues of contraception, sterilization and
abortion.
A Wellington area action group has been established to
press for better child care centres. More than 60 parents,
psychologists, community workers and teachers attended
a weekend seminar arranged by the Wellington branch of
N.O.W.
February 5
Eighteen-year-old Californian Lynne Cox became tne
first woman to swim Cook Strait.
February 6
The abortion rate in the U.K. dropped significantly
last year for the first year since the 1967
Abortion Act.

February 8
Two representatives of the Half-Way House group
presented submissions to the social welfare committee
of the Auckland City Council outlining the need for
emergency housing for women escaping from intolerable
domestic situations. The Council subsequently has set
aside $100,000 to purchase a suitable house for this project.
Margaret Thatcher was elected leader of the Conservative
Party in England by a large majority. She is the first
woman to head a major political \
party in England.
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The joys of gym class at the University of Nebraska, about 1900.

Why Marcia left Thursday
.

A

and effective means of illustrating, and
worry about getting something eye
catching for the cover that you realise
just how big a job you have undertaken.
“ I guess it was the stupidity of arrog
ance but I just didn’t know. I blundered
along doing what I wanted to, reaching
for a standard I’d seen set overseas.”
Marcia Russell was twenty seven when
she was offered the editorship of Thurs
day (then Project X). Behind her lay a
good home run by good parents, the
successful completion of Sixth A, a
brief interlude at Goldberg Advertising,
(where as a copywriter she was making
tea and answering the phone), some
years as a features writer with the Her
ald, as well as three years overseas and a
stint as Assistant Women’s Editor at the
Herald on her return.
1968 was quite a year for New Zealand prosperity peaking, new values creepipg
in, even a small stirring of feminism
first making itself felt. “ Wilson & Hor
ton thought they were ready to enter
Starting a magazine as many of
the women’s magazine field. After all,
the Broadsheet Collective know
the opposition had three, all apparently
is an awesome business.
doing very well and it seemed a sound
Magazines are something we are all fam-‘ idea. And when they offered me the
job, I thought, well, we’re going to have
iliar with, and there are so many exc
a New Zealand Nova.”
iting things to explore in their content.
It’s not until you sit down to get till the The first issue is still remembered, mainly
articles actually written, try to find new for its cover (a woman’s face super
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imposed on a head of a cabbage) and its
lead article So You Think I Am A Cab
bage. “ The suburban neurosis thing
had just been discovered, and I thought
OK, let’s have a look at all those women
in the suburbs quietly going potty.”
The management of Wilson and Horton
were dubious, but they let Marcia
have her way. Their idea of a wom
an’s magazine at the time was some
thing which should be able to carry all
the left-over bits not quite right for the
newspaper, syndication things that
cost an awful lot of money and got
thrown into the bins. But they didn’t
know how to go about it either, so they
said, well, I suppose she knows, she’s a
woman, and let me have my way. Not
without some hassles, some opposition.
We made some terrible mistakes, it was
very much a trial and error thing.” But
it set the pattern, and freed Thursday
from kicking off with the traditional
knitting patterns-and-recipes formula
still found in many mass circulation
magazines aimed at women.
The first two years were precarious: a
complete lack of response in the circul
ation field, walking a knife edge in an
effort to survive, with dark mutters of
closing from the Board. But after the
seemingly endless labour with little re
ward, Thursday blossomed into a contro-

versial, topical, full fledged member of
the magazine field.
By 1971/72 the interest in feminism
was heightened in New Zealand with the
publication of The Female Eunuch,
which was rapidly followed by a visit
from Ms Greer herself. People of both
sexes suddenly realised what Thursday
was ‘on about’, and became quite excited
that their country was not dragging
behind, but in fact had a near-radical
magazine of its own.
In the succeeding years, Thursday found
many of the letters from the public had
swung from being critical of its rather
avant-garde approach to being critical of
its advertising content. “ We’ve always
had good feedback from readers; women
have written to me saying they were
being beaten by their husbands and what
could they do about it, where could
they go, so it was obvious they felt a
strong identity with the magazine. Many
women in the feminist movement felt
we had ‘sold out’ when we moved to
become the ‘magazine for modem peo.
pie’. But I’ve always felt it important
that men understand women. Women
have spent all these years understanding
men; it’s about time men returned the
compliment. Ideally, I’d like Thursday
to be a magazine both men and women
read together.”

under my married name of Russell. And
I deliberately decided to stay a Mrs,
because we were trying something quite
different, in order to give the ‘uncon
verted’ woman more confidence in rea
ding the magazine. I could imagine them
thinking ‘There she is, a married lady,,
saying all these rather way out things;
but she looks quite respectable, and she
has got a man.’ ”

that way when I was informed of the
change some months ago. It was felt
that I worked too much in isolation,
nobody knew what was going on - what
would happen if I was hit by a bus?
Well, of course, what would happen is
that the team of excellent writers and
sub-editors on Thursday would carry
on. But the change was made.”
Thursday is now headed by acting editor
Ted Reynolds, formerly features editor
of
the Herald. Undoubtedly there will
When the feminist movement made the
be a change in Thursday because of a
use of Ms more widely acceptable, the
male at the helm, but Marcia is hesitant
sub-editors of Thursday demanded a
policy decision just on stylistic principles. about saying it will be a change for the
worse. “ One has to be so careful when
And Marcia opted for Ms. “ This has
one has sat in the chair so long. It is
been a bone of contention with our
too
easy to think one’s way of doing
board of directors and the curtailment
things-is the only way they should be
of its use was one of the last directives
done.”
before I left. The Board is worried that _
legal action may arise from using the
prefix for someone who takes pride in
Her future is uncertain, but not gloomy.
her legal status as a married woman, and With a great deal of adventure and exper
who would be offended by it being
ience packed into the last six years, her
affixed to her name. I understand,
writing ability and her interest in women
though, that it can still be used ‘judic
perhaps Marcia Russell will soon be
iously’.”
known as a successful author of books
about women in publishing.
The last year, 1974, was not a happy one
Sandi Hall
for Marcia: “ I felt that my independence
as an editor was being eroded when I
was informed of new arrangements,
such as the policy which made the
editor of the Herald editor-in-chief of
STOP PRESS
One of the hallmarks of the feminist
all Wilson and Horton publications,
movement became the prefix Ms, which including Thursday. I considered that
was introduced into Thursday by Marcia. the editor of the Herald was not suffic
Marcia is employed on a
“ When the job was offered me, the
iently au fait with what women needed
then general manager wanted me to
and wanted to be able to give me direct contractual basis as a researcher
with the NZBC on the
return to my maiden name, whicn was,
ives on Thursday. It’s not that I’m not
programme “ Look North”.
he thought, traditional. But I thought
willing to take directives, I’ve always
it would be a bit stupid to use a name
had to, but this was obviously a gam
nobody knew when I’d spent a lot of
bit to get much tighter control over
time building up my writing reputation
Thursday. It was expressed

The French National Assembly has
adopted Simone Veil’s abortion Bill.
If passed it will constitute a lifeline
forged alone and singlehandedly thrown
to the women of France by Veil, the
Minister of Health and our contemp
orary Joan of Arc.
The Bill provides access to an abortion
in the first ten weeks of pregnancy,
provided the woman is over 18. The
age limit is the only restriction on the
service.
Even at this stage the Assembly’s pndorsement is an Amazonian effort by Veil
and reflects the tremendous power she
already commands in French politics.
She has had to overcome substantial
entrenched opposition from Gayllist
deputies and the eminent Council of

Abortion
Revolution
in France

the Order of Physicians. With only
nine women colleagues in the 490
strong National Assembly, Simone
Veil patiently refuted the prejudice
with eloquent but logical oratory on

a subject which vitally affects
every woman personally but which
is coldly and brutally dissected by
French male politicians whose
fear/hatred of women is so
visciously presented in France as
altruistic concern for life, yet
totally without reference to the
Giver of that Life, the Woman.
Ms Veil is a 47 year old mother of
three. She survived a Nazi concen
tration camp at 17 to qualify in law
and political studies, become a
magistrate, the first woman director
of the state broadcasting network
and ultimately the French Minister
of Health.
S.C.A.
Postscript: The Abortion Bill became
Law in France on 18.1.75
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A 20 Hour
W eek

»ALERT«
S.P.U.C. (Auckland Branch, P .0. Box
1725, Auckland 1) has recently notif
ied its members that 1975 is to be an
active year.
car window stickers ... are being
issued throughout New Zealand in order
to keep our cause before the public
over the holiday and parliamentary
recess period. (This) is the start of a
massive campaign to inform the public,
the news media, and the parliament
arians, by new methods which cannot
be overlooked by the media, that the
majority of New Zealanders do not
see abortion as a solution to any of
our social problems.”
What S.P.U.C. plans, with the backing
of a great deal of money, is to hold a
series of public meetings and seminars
in schools. As in the past year, S.P.U.C.
will use its state subsidized church
schools as a means of obtaining petition
signatures from classes of 13-year-olds,
and will use the priest’s power of
preaching the fear, of God from the
pulpits, to enlist the support of parish
ioners to petition parliament. Broad
sheet considers their methods to be
immoral. S.P.U.C. represents a minority
group of New Zealanders, many of
them are Roman Catholics (despite
denials of this). At the most 15% of
the N.Z. population (at least half of
these male) are working feverishly to
ensure that women in N.Z. are kept in
the enslaved position that most Roman
Catholic women are..
The Church of Rome’s encyclical on
contraception has been largely ignored
by R.C.’s all over the world. France
legalised abortion if carried out in the
first ten weeks of pregnancy. One
woman achieved this in a predominantly
R.C. country. (See this column). There
are new stirrings in the R. C. strong
hold of the world - Italy - for abortion
reform. The adoption of the French
government’s draft bill on abortion has
given heart to the Italians’ fight.
In N.Z. we can resist this minority
group, who seeks to impose its views
on a majority. All we want is women
to be able to freely choose how to use
their bodies.
Fight the S.P.U.C. campaign to deny
us the right to choose!

The increasing number of women in
all areas of employment raises an issue
1975 is International Women’s Year,
about the nature of employment in soc
and it is to be hoped that it will be
iety today which needs to be resolved
marked by many feminist activities
quickly. To some extent, the issue has
throughout the world, particularly in
been around before - when employment
view of the fact that so many other
rights were extended to blacks and
organisations will not be hesitant in
other discriminated minorities. And
jumping on the bandwagon. The S.P.
in a more subtle way, it was present in
U.C. in a newsletter to their members, the decision to abandon the three-gen
talks about their new programme
eration home as the main form of
“ Family 75”. While not being specific, social life. But the larger number of
the newsletter outlines several types of new workers brings it out more clearly.
The fact that there are now more
available workers than available jobs
means we must find a way of limiting
the length of the working week, or
most people will find themselves
permanently jobless in early middle
age. The rewards and pleasures of life
are becoming more and more for those
aged between 18 and 45. Children and
older people are being increasingly
excluded.
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activity, including prayer, “ to foster
solidarity among families so that they
become a power for good in the nation
through the faith of God. ” The conc
ept of Family 75 will be introduced .
into the Auckland Festival by the Poly
nesian community pageant, The Money
Tree; on May third a conference at
Mt Roskill Grammar School will be
held, with four speakers covering a
number of topics. Workshop discuss
ions at the conference will formulate
recommendations to be presented to
Government. Are there any feminists
who are prepared to go to this conf
erence and bring back some literature?
The symbol (above) and quotation
(below) are taken from the “ Family
75” leaflet.

“ Like the sun rising over the m ountains of
the Lord is the beauty of a good wife in a
w ell-kept house.

8

We can already see this in the social
change brought about by the end of
the three-generation home. Those aged
18 to 45 enjoy themselves more, as
young people can now become indep
endent more quickly, and don’t have
to fall in with their family’s wishes.
This period of euphoria often ends
when the children leave home, and can
degenerate into actual misery and pen
ury with the onset of old age, unemploy
ment and illness. At the same time,
the children lose out when grandparents
are just distant figures, something less
than aunts and uncles. The love, sup
port and help which might normally
pass from the first to the third gener
ation are now largely cut off. This is
in line with the evident intention of
industrial society to cater to people who
are in their most productive years,
whose time can be bought most cheaply,
and who are least likely to be hampered
by illness, infirmity or family obligat
ions. Those of us who live long enough
can therefore expect the indifference,
penury and pain which are the lot of
most of the aged. The present policy
is one of “ fly now - pay later” , and it
is worth considering whether we have
made a wise choice for this also affects
the question of jobs being made avail
able to people who were previously
excluded.
One important aspect of the “ liberation”
bf young adults is that it has made
them very useful to employers. Their
family responsibilities are minimised,
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which has cut down on the demands
where it does so is in the jobs of work useful and efficient labour force for
on their time and resources. They are
ers (especially women) who are over
the employers, and one with fewer
free to indulge in consumer greed,
40. With the exception of certain for moral burdens for the personnel officer.
which serves as both carrot and stick
tunate professions, any worker over 40 It may be vastly convenient to employ
to them. In support of this “liberat
who loses a job is going to have a very ers to have full-time women workers,
ion” , we, ourselves have created the
hard time in finding another. Even in
but unless more jobs are created it will
norm that parents are obliged not to
the most secure jobs, there is now heavy mean a serious decrease in satisfaction
interfere with or hamper the develop
to working people when measured in
pressure for “ early retirement”. This
ment of their children, that they should is a euphemism for making society pay terms of whole-life strategies. The
do everything they can to set them up
for the cost of maintaining these older exchange of homemaking for office
in life, and then withdraw from them
people - a cost which is kept to a mini work is no bargain if it is to be paid
early in middle age, leaving them to
for in 25 years of unemployment,
mal figure for reasons of “ economy”.
battle on alone. The parents keep
euphemistically called “ early retirement”.
The jobs of these workers are needed
their “ dignity” by remaining self-reliant; for younger people, especially since
It means having no home for 20 years,
they work as long as they keep their
younger workers are generally cheaper and then too much of it for the next
20.
jobs and their health. When these fail, in several ways.
they can always rely on their pension
A typical couple would once work (out This is not to say that I favour contin
and the hospital and we agree to pre
side the home) 40 hours a week for 40 uing to bind women to children, church
tend that these are adequate for human to 50 years - a total of 80,000 to 100, and kitchen. But unless we get our
needs, despite contrary evidence.
000 hours. The same couple, working economy and our priorities into order
first the present trend of “ women’s
Employment policies should be thought 80 hours a-week would do the same
liberation”
is a recipe for a “labour
work in 20 i,o 2b ^ears. There would
of in terms of whole-life strategies,
surplus.” It will only lead to the dis
be no time for them to establish and
rather than as a plan for the next few
maintain a home in the ordinary sense carding of most workers, male and
years. Seen in this perspective, the
female, at a very early age. And if
- that would no doubt wait for the
ending of the three-generation home
next quarter century, during which both that is indeed the future that we are
really means the old are abandoned
buying, not even the women will profit
husband and wife would be without
and children are impoverished just to
from it, much less the men. Clearly we
work. Of course, the figures are more
enhance the pleasure of the young
complicated, and working women were should hope that the liberation of
adults, the darlings of the employers.
women would take place concurrently
Where does all this fit into the question not invented last year. Furthermore
with a basic change in the ordering of
many
will
keep
their
jobs
after
they
of racial and sex discrimination in
society.
This should ensure that there
employment? Take women’s liberation reach 40, but the figures then show
will be life-long work for the employed
that
others
will
stop
before
then.
In
where the situation is clearest. The
- possibly in a shortened, even drastic
deed, one of the main reasons why
young woman is urged to give up a
ally shortened work week. It is vastly
young
workers
are
so
attractive
to
em
style of life which is increasingly being
preferable
to work 20 hours a week
ployers is that their supposed mobility
described as “ domestic slavery” to
for 40 years than 40 hours a week for
makes
it
easier
on
the
conscience
to
enter into the world of employment,
20 years. It could mean that men and
fire them. Young women often leave
with all its supposed interest and re
women would have a place in the world
voluntarily
after
five
to
ten
years
of
wards. The job of housewife is held
of labour and yet still keep up their
to be beneath contempt, involving im work, and so provide “ flexibility” in
home life, which is one of the genuine
the
work
force.
The
transfer
of
jobs
prisonment at home without adult
and deep satisfactions which make
from middle-aged workers to young
companionship (partly as a result of
life worth living.
ones
therefore
creates
a
more
mobile,
not living with parents), doing trivial
Reprin-ted from New Society No.22
and dull tasks. Given our present
concern over overpopulation, house
wives are even deprived of the sense
that raising children is a valuable and
praiseworthy service. Instead, the
young woman is encouraged to enter
the world of employed labour, and
share the supposedly better life which
it offers. In the same way that an
earlier generation abandoned the threegeneration home,, so this generation
is encouraged to leave the home entirely.
Even married couples are encouraged
to live in the same style as unmarried
people, more like room-mates than
spopses. And the “ home” becomes
what one might expect when the occ
upants are, between them, working
'
*
4
4 *
between 80 and 100 hours weekly.
a
f e m i n i s t " jo u r n a l
7*3$
The possibility of having children wanes,
cheques g, money orders payable te>:
and is often delayed until biological
reasons make it inadvisable.
C A U LD R O N COLt-E CTfV/E
However, nothing in the present situa
c/' 2 5 Alberkx St,
tion alters the total number of jobs
S i d n e y , 2.000
available. Thus, as young women enter
the labour market, the loss of jobs
f y e a r 's s u b , o r 3 is s u e s $ 3 tncl. posted
must appear somewhere else. And
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In Septem ber last year Women '74 was held in Hamilton.
Evaluation form s were sent to all women who
the conference. Jane Ritchie describes
In September 1974, a conference entitled Women ‘74 was
held in Hamilton, organised by an ad hoc committee of
individual feminists with the sponsorship of the Extension
Department of the University of Waikato. Five hundred
tickets were sold; over four hundred women attended.
Evaluation forms were mailed after the conference to all
who had enrolled. One hundred and thirty forms were *
returned.
The evaluation form sought, first, to discover the women’s
opinions of the conference, their feelings about its con
tent, its organisation, the speakers and the workshops.
But it also sought to find out about the personal reactions
of the participants to the predominantly feminist content
and tenor of the proceedings. Accordingly, the form
included questions concerning the women’s commitment
to the women’s movement. Were they already committed
before they came? If not, did Women ‘74 have any effect
on their attitude? Was this effect favourable or unfavour
able?
From the active feminist point of view, is there any point
in running seminars like Women ‘74? Do they, in fact,
win new converts to the movement? From the material
supplied in the one hundred and thirty evaluation forms
returned, the answer is ‘yes’.
Sixty-one, or forty-four percent, marked themselves as
already committed to the movement. To this part of the
audience, therefore, Women ‘74 was just preaching to the
converted. I will not consider this group in this
analysis.
The remaining sixty-two who answered the
question (seven did not) were previously not
committed to the women’s movement.
Thirty-tour of these women reported that
their attitudes have changed and they are now
favourably disposed towards the cause. This
X.
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attended

th e ir responses-

fifty-two per cent of the uncommitted. Twenty or a third
reported no change of attitude, and eight, or roughly oneeighth of the uncommitted indicated that their views had
changed, but that they were now even less favourably
disposed to women’s liberation than before. Which just
goes to show, you can’t win them all.
So what we have established is that thirty-four women,
previously uncommitted, now regard themselves as supp
orters of the movement. Since Women ‘74 was organised
primarily to educate women and to expose them to fem
inist beliefs, these converts are in fact a valuable bonus
for the cause.
Let us look, now, at the characteristics of these women
to find out more about the pool of potential feminists.
First, age. The potential feminist comes predominantly
from the under forty age group, with slightly more in the
twenty to thirty group than in the thirty to forty. But
once over forty, attitudes just do not change as readily.
The potential feminist is married. Her occupation is likely
to be that of housewife, or .else she will be in an occup
ation like teaching.
Where does she live? Of the women who attended Women
‘74 whose attitudes changed, forty-one per cent lived in
Hamilton, thirty-two per cent came from small rural towns
and twelve per cent came from larger Bay of Plenty cenv tres. One must correct here to take
into account the total number
^attending the conference who came
from these areas. One-third of
those from Hamilton changed their

attitudes;'one-quarter from the rural areas changed their
views and half of these from the other towns changed
theirs. These figures show a tendency for there to be
more attitude change in urban women than in country
women - but the fact that a quarter of those from the
rural districts and small centres showed attitude change is
encouraging.
Now we will look at the organisations our potential fem
inists belong to. Ten women belonged to a Catholic or
Anglican church group - this is almost a third of the total
who changed and one-half of the total with such an affil
iation who attended the conference. This again is encour
aging. Though the churches are often thought of as
bastions of tradition, this does not seem to apply in the
case of these women.
A quarter of the women who changed belonged to educat
ional organisations like Play Centre, PTA s or Parents’
Centre (about a third of the total such in the conference).
This may seem low, but one must remember that the bulk
of those belonging to these groups were already comm
itted to the movement.
The women whose views changed tended to like both the
speeches and the workshops. This makes sense, since
someone who did not enjoy the programme provided is
hardly going to feel favourably disposed to the views exp
ressed by most of the speakers and participants. Almost
all of them (twenty-eight out of thirty-four) were in favour
of further weekend seminars and two-thirds of them
favoured evening meetings as well. Rural women tended
as a group to have reservations about evening attendance.
What did our potential feminists get out of the conference?
An equal number (nearly a half) stressed the feelings of
unity and solidarity they experienced just by being part
of such a gathering of so many women of such a wide
range of ages and backgrounds. I quote “ I liked best the feeling of togetherness in general and the
feeling of power and unity within women’s groups. It was
good to see all ages present. I liked the informality and
the freedom of expression by many.”
More than a quarter found increased self-confidence as a
result of attending Women ‘74. For example, this woman
found most personally rewarding “the self-confidence and stimulation it brought me, just
through talking and being part of such a conference. I
think it has made me act more positively when it comes
to my own job, and has made me think more about
marriage and the sharing of things like jobs, kids etc.”
Another woman wrote that she had found “ that my own
frustrations were shared by many others and I found that
there are constructive ways to improve this. I got a sense
of sharing and breaking down of a sense of isolation” .
In sum, our potential feminist is under forty, more likely
to live in a city or town than in a country area, is married
or employed in a profession like teaching, and often
belongs to an educationally oriented organisation. Thirtyfour such are now known to feel a commitment to the
women’s movement that they never felt, before. Isay
known, because the material for this article comes from
the evaluation forms that were returned by approximately
a third of those who attended, and there would doubtless
be more new feminists amongst the remainder.
Many already committed feminists expressed disappoint
ment with Women ‘74. For women who had been to
Auckland, there was very little new amongst the formal
content. But for the woman from Rotorua, or Matamata
or Hamilton, who had had no prior experience of such a

gathering, or prior exposure to the material presented,
Women ‘74 came across in some instances with almost
the intensity of a religious conversion “ I became enthralled. I am now one of many committed
women believing they have the right to equality, to
choose, to be proud of being a woman. I’ve never had
that feeling so strongly before - and I’m sure as hell not
going to let it go.”
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W HATEVER
H A P P E N E D TO
INTERNATIONAL
w o m e n ’s y e a r ?
1975 is International Women’s Year. The United Nations
decided that a couple of years ago and suggested a num
ber of specific goals for member countries of the U.N.
Among these were :
- The establishment of specific national targets,
programmes and priorities to bring progress towards
promoting a full partnership between men and women.
- The setting-up of fact finding bodies to undertake
special studies on the needs and problems o f women in
both rural and urban areas.
- The creation of a network of special counselling offices
to advise women of their rights and provide them with
legal aid when required.
- The development of a variety of publicity and educ
ational measures, emphasizing the objectives of the Year,
including:
- the establishment of women’s studies programmes in
schools and educational institutions
- t h e preparation of material for use (1) by students and
teachers at all educational levels, (2) by employers,
workers, trade unionists, (3) by community groups and
voluntary organizations;
- the establishment of women’s history centres
- the development of educational programmes to inform
women of their legal rights and how to secure their
enforcement;
-th e development of programmes (1) to aid the
upward mobility of women through education, (2)
to promote their equal participation with men in the
trade union movement, including leadership positions,
(3) to prepare women for participation in politics at
all levels and (4) to offer training opportunities for
executive leadership and management.
- The undertaking of studies and surveys on any aspect
of the status of women in law and in practice and on the
changing roles of women and men in society and in the
family.
- The development and strengthening of the activities
of women’s organizations for improving the conditions
of life and future prospects for women.

We’re nearly two months into the Year already. What’s
happened so far?
The first Broadsheet heard about any proposed Govern
ment activities was when we received a very out of date
press release at the end of last year saying that the
Prime Minister, no less, had set up a Committee on Wo
men under the Chairmanship (sic) of Miriam Dell,
President of the National Council of Women. Broad

sheet staff were rather puzzled by this. We are usually
very much in touch with activities being undertaken to
promote women’s rights and we’d never heard of such a
committee or anything about what it proposed to do.
The accompanying letter was waffly and apart from
saying that the Government proposed to put out “ a com
memorative postage stamp” , it was unclear what the
committee proposed to do or whom it consisted of. The
letter said it would welcome further contact so we duly
replied (within the time specified in the letter) and about
a month later received a copy of a U.N. IWY bulletin,
again very much out of date (July 1974) with an accom
panying printed form saying it was with “ the compli
ments of the Secretary of Foreign Affairs”. A couple of
weeks later when we were beginning to think the com
mittee must be a figment of someone’s imagination, we
received a letter answering the questions we had put to
it.
One of the most obvious problems with the Govern
ment’s acknowledgement of IWY is that (apart from be
ing too little) it’s too damned late. You can’t organise
what should have been a massive programme of activity
and education in a couple of months. The Committee
only “came out” at Christmas. We’re already two
months into the year and the whole creaky machinery of
IWY has hardly got started. Plans for the United Wo
men’s Convention in 1973 were begun the year before it
was held. Lots of time is needed to organise something
really effective.
The Committee it seems is a hangover from the National
Development Council (now defunct) and the other com
mittee members are “ Mr David Shand; Mrs Vivian Boyd;
Mrs Elizabeth Orr, and Mr Noel Woods, all of whom will
be well known to you . . . ” We’re sorry but they aren’t.
So far pretty bad. The committee it seemed had no
clear goals unless it was to implement the U.N. recom
mendations. Worse still the Committee was set up with
no reference, so far as we know, to existing feminist
groups, many of whom have been working for women’s
rights long before the Government was even aware that
women were discriminated against. We had no opport
unity to recommend who should be on the committee
and what activities we would like to see incorporated in
any plans the committee might have. A very common
reaction from feminists in Auckland was “ What are those
men doing on the Committee?” What have David Shand
and Noel Woods ever done for women? We’d never
read anything either of those men have said which would
justify their inclusion on what should be an extremely
important committee or anything to suggest their

awareness of women’s problems has been particularly
raised. Why men when there are many capable women
who could fill their places? And wasn’t one of the aims
stated by the U.N. to encourage women in politics and
organisations at a national and international level?
Perhaps their inclusion can be explained bv a letter
Broadsheet has which was sent to a concerned feminist
last year by a United Nations Association official in New
Zealand. The IWY committee, he said, “ must include
men. I would prefer a woman chairman, but the cam
paign must not be, or appear to be just another campaign
to get women’s rights, undertaken by women. Such a
campaign is needed but it will get further if the whole
thing is seen to include men.”
We don’t know how much influence these UNANZ views
have had on the formation of the Committee of Women
but it certainly appears as though these same attitudes
have been embodied in the present committee.. Men give
the committee class and status apparently and ensure
that it will be treated seriously. Men, Ms Dell stressed
at the Auckland Regional meeting on February 13, must
be included. IWY is a “ community year” she said, “ not
just a woman’s year in isolation” . It is “ a year for the
whole human race”. Such a broadening of the concept
and base of IWY will only render it more ineffectual.
It’s difficult enough getting to 50% of the population
without including the other 50% as well. Quite apart
from the fact that most men do have a vested interest in
keeping the system as it is and can’t really be expected
to work vigorously for a project that may not be in
keeping with their own self-interests. That would require
a degree of self sacrifice few people possess. It is after
all a male-dominated society.
The belief expressed in the letter quoted above that IWY
must not be seen to be just another campaign for women
to get women’s rights is another fundamental tenet of
the organising Committee. To many IWY is seen as a
year for women, not women’s rights and therefore they
feel quite at home promoting activities which perpetuate
women’s role and place in society as wife and mother
rather than woman as worker, woman as politician etc.
They are more concerned with making the status quo
easier to live within, than changing the fundamental
causes of women’s second class position.
The whole thing would be a sick joke if it weren’t for the
fact that this committee’s composition is fairly indicative
of our government’s attitudes towards women’s rights
and a depressing harbinger of what we can expect to
come out of the Select Committee on Women’s Rights.
The reason for the exclusion of any active workers for
women’s rights is made explicit in a further quote from
the UNANZ official’s letter already quoted above . . . .
“ . .. . If the Women’s Lib. types take it over the Estab
lishment will largely blackball it”. He need not have
worried. There is not one cuckoo in the nest.
The position of Organiser for IWY has only just been ad
vertised and that’s another source of irritation in itself.
The conditions of the job are such that only a martyr
would undertake it. How many people can take 6
months off from their job and have a job to come back
to at the end of that time? One feminist’s reaction on
seeing the conditions of employment was “ It’s four jobs

in one!” It sure is. Public speaker, secretary, press ag
ent and organiser, all rolled into one. And the salary?
“ Commensurate with the selected applicant’s experience
and qualifications . . . ” Which we are told is approxi
mately $7,000 a year, or should we say $3,500 for 6
months. Funny, that, 6 months. We thought it was
International Women’s Year. So far we only know of
one person in Auckland who has applied for the job.
Another travelled to Wellington to find out more about
the job, and spent a week trying to contafct The Com
mittee to find out more about the terms of employment
and had so much difficulty discovering who or what it
was, she returned disenchanted and found a job else
where. Was the Committee a figment of someone’s imag
ination? We were beginning to have serious doubts.
Things took a turn for the worse (was it possible) in early
February when a member of the Broadsheet group was
asked to join a Regional group to be set up in Auckland
under the Chairmanship (sic, again) of Mrs Barbara Good
man, Mayoress of Auckland. The Broadsheet staff mem
ber was rather a belated addition to the list of invited
participants as her name didn’t appear on the list of
people invited to the meeting. This is another extraord
inary aspect of the whole IWY affair. People getting “in
vited” to things. They aren’t appointed or elected, they
are “invited”. The whole thing smacks of grace and
favour. It wouldn’t be fair to publish the list of women
as they didn’t ask to be invited but with a couple of ex
ceptions they are not women who have been fighting
for women’s rights. They represent such diverse organ
isations as the Lyceum Club, Catholic and Anglican wo
men, the Lady Fergusson Trust etc . About 90% of them
come from the Eastern suburbs. For those of you un
familiar with Auckland, these are largely high socio
economic areas. There are no women from Otara, Ponsonby etc. No women from such organisations as
Women’s Liberation groups, NOW, SROW, ALRANZ,
FPA, etc. Most people who saw the list laughed, and had
to be reminded it really wasn’t a laughing matter, it was
all deathly serious. Just as we were organising an inun
dation of the meeting we heard that women from at
least NOW had also been belatedly asked, as had one
active ferfiinist from the media.
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tee. But then perhaps these people don’t want radical
changes, you see. It’s a women’s year not a women’s
rights year, remember? And that means that everyone
has to be included. Men, and women, Intellectually
Handicapped Children, Plunket, YWCA, “ minority”
groups, church groups, the whole works. The area the
committee had to cover Ms Dell told us, was Kaitaia to
Sth. Auckland. The aims of the group should be to work
for “ equality, development and peace”. The mind
bogles at the impossible basis and scope of the group.
Wouldn’t it be enough to work towards equality, in
Auckland using only representatives of groups working
towards that goal, and leave the groups who want to cel
ebrate the glories of womanhood as it is to do their own
thing quietly themselves?
We know that our sisters in Australia get quite a signifi*
cant amount of help from their government for approved
projects but the difference in attitude has never been
made more clear than in the two government’s different
treatments of IWY. Ironically long-time feminist,
academic, public speaker and organiser of the United
Women’s Convention, Toni Church has just left New
Zealand to take up an appointment in Australia.
She has gone to Canberra to take up the position of ex
ecutive officer for IWY at a five-figure salary. As well as
basing with groups in the community she will also assist
in developing policies in relation to IWY and oversee the
devising of imaginative educational projects. She also
has to identify problem areas and develop strategies and
programmes for solving them. The New Zealand Govern
ment appears to have no strategy or plans. It’s leaving it
over to voluntary organisations to do the work and says
it will “ maintain contacts . . . and provide stimulus and
assistance where required . . ” There is a real danger that
while others do the real work the Committee on Women
will take the credit for anv successes during the year. It
appears to be already, albeit, hopefully, unwillingly, doing it.
The October 1974 U.N. I.W.Y. Bulletin states
“ New Zealand.
An International Women’s Year Committee has been set
up in conjunction with the United Nations Association
of new Zealand. They are planning a United Women’s
Convention in Wellington, New Zealand, on 20 - 22 June,
1975 for I.W.Y.” This convention is in fact a direct
followup of the 1973 United Women’s Convention,
initiated by feminists and has no direct connection with
the Committee on Women.

middle-class people - not children, school girls, factory
workers or women who work (if the time of the Auck
land Regional meeting is any indication . . . 11.00 am on
a weekday). There’s been little in Union papers and no
programmes for schools. A secondary school teacher
suggested to us that it could have made a very useful
topic for Liberal Studies but that she has received no
thing from the Department.
The only sort of recommendations or activities we’re
likely to see from the sort of people so far involved are
ones which reinforce conservative values and the present
power structure of prestigious people with status at the
top and an uninformed, powerless mass at the bottom.
We’d like to be proved wrong but we think IWY may
turn out to be a fizzer. Already many people who could
have been useful and are motivated to help are disillus
ioned and sceptical. This is partly due to the extremely
bad or non-existent communication methods of the Com
mittee on Women. Also their cageyness. At the Auck
land meeting we were told that there would be “some
money” available from the government and “somebody”
had been asked to come out and speak in New Zealand
in March. You can’t get cooperation without honesty.
Feminists will have to decide themselves whether to get
stuck in and try and salvage something from IWY or give
it up as a bad job and decide their time might be more
productively spent elsewhere. However, there’s always
the s ta m p ....................
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The Australian Government has among other things set
aside $2 million for IWY and has already spent $70,000
on a Film Festival which will be held in all cities. It has
promised $30,000 more for this purpose alone and has
paid for two women to travel to America, Britain and
Europe to collect films and interview women film pro
ducers. In New Zealand “a small sum has been made
available by the Government” a letter from the Commit
tee coyly told us when we enquired about financial
assistance available for projects people might be under
taking.
There are so many areas of discrimination against women
in New Zealand which could be improved or even eradic
ated by Government action. We have no Government
funded or decently assisted child care centres; employers
are finding dozens of ways to avoid paying women equal
pay; there are few retraining courses for women or
Women’s Studies courses at Universities. We could fill
pages here. But one really serious ommission is in whom
the Government has so far appealed to, to participate in
activities for the year. They are adult, conservative,
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Broadsheet no. 20 on education did a good job in showing
how educational institutions socialise women to their
subordinate social role, but none o f the articles said much
about women as teachers, although teaching has always
been and remains the most im portant employment area
fo r educated women. An examination o f the role o f
women as teachers clearly shows that discrimination
does not happen only in the fervid minds o f feminists.
Women became teachers with the development o f public
education in the nineteenth century, because men were
unwilling to undertake such low status work in sufficient
numbers. A fter 1870 women, who were cheap and
available employees, accounted fo r approximately 2/3rds
o f all New Zealand’s teachers. Teaching was fe lt to be
compatible with the work o f cleaning, caring and looking
after men and other helpless persons that society auto
matically assigns to women. Teaching, like nursing, was
justified as an extension o f women’s familial role, but
New Zealand feminists, such as Louisa Dalrymple and
Ada Wells, had high hopes o f women’s education. They
believed that it would disprove the contention that
women were either unqualified or mentally incapable
o f intellectual activity or sustained careers.
The professionalisation o f women teachers was accom
plished in the 1880’s and 1890’s by innovators like
Helen Connon and Kate Edgar. Helen Connon was
educated at Scots School fo r Boys, Hokitika, because
there were no local girls’ secondary schools. In 1874
her mother obtained permission from Professor Mac
Millan Brown fo r her to enrol in Canterbury College,
and in 1876 she became the first female matriculated
student to enrol in any British University. In 1881
she became the rjrsi woman in the Ernoire to take un M.A.
which she did with firs t class honours. “ In her sedate beauty
she looked, said an admiring observer o f her graduation
“ ...like some fine thing touched with the spirit o f ancient
Greece ...” A fter graduation she became Principal o f
Christchurch Girls High School and quickly established
herself as an able and progressive administrator.
Kate Edgar, who was the first woman in the British
Empire to take a degree, had a similar career. She was
educated privately because o f the absence o f girls’
secondary schools, and she took her degree in 1877
when she was allowed to sit in on the top class o f the
Auckland Boys Grammar School, which was then a ffil
iated with the University o f New Zealand. A fter grad
uating she took an M.A. at Canterbury College before
joining Helen Connon at Christchurch Girls High School
and later became headmistress o f Nelson Girls High School.
These, and hundreds o f women like them, established
teaching as a female dominated profession in which
women held positions o f authority and leadership. They
proved themselves capable administrators and innovative
policy makers. In England married women were not
allowed to continue teaching until the late 1930’s, and
it was not until the Second World War that married
women were fu lly accepted in state schools
When Helen
Connon married Professor McMillan Brown, and Kate
Edgar the Rev. William Evans, they set im portant
precedents by continuing their careers. The first gener
ation assumed that proof o f woman’s ability and comm
itm ent would remove the barriers to equality; but while
teaching remains the single most im portant profession
fo r women, it has failed to live up to their high expect
ations.
The status o f women in the educational hierarchy has
undergone a RELATIVE decline in the twentieth cent
ury. In 1910 the orooortion o f university students who
were women began to decrease, and continued to decline

with interruptions fo r World War I, and World War II,
until the early 1960’s. Simultaneously, the proportion
o f school principals who were women began to decline
precipitously. The proportion o f women undergraduates
and principals IS NOT AS HIGH NOW AS IT WAS IN
1900.
One possible reason for this decline is the absence o f
women in the areas o f scientific, technological, and
vocational education which have expanded most rapidly
in the twentieth century. Women are now 18% o f New
Zealand’s medical students, but in 1910 they took 1/3rd
o f all medical degrees. Women students predominate
in Language, Literature, Sociology, Anthropology, and
Education, but remain only 6% o f the Agricultural
Science, Engineering and Architectural Students, 8% of
Business Students and 12% o f Law Students. Before
World War II there were women at the university
teaching in Physics, Law, Biology, Mental Science, and
Anaesthetics; today they are less evenly distributed about 2/3rds o f university departments have no women
at all, and the only departments with any number are
French, English and History. As a result women have
made little or no progress in higher education: WOMEN
ARE NOW ONLY 1% MORE ON THE PERMANENT
STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITIES THAN TH EY WERE
40 YEARS AGO.

Educational expansion in
the twentieth
century emphasised
rather than
undermined
sex role
differences.
Female students are concentrated in the humanities
because women are educated for ‘self-fulfillm ent’ not
careers. In the Nineteenth century when higher educ
ation was associated with a life o f leisured cultivation,
a high proportion o f students were women. Encouraged
by progressive educationalists, the democratisation of
education in the twentieth century has led to an
' increasing alignment o f school and university curricula
with the occupational structure. For women, however,
the genteel assumption has persisted. In the secondary
schools, boys have tended to move toward the more
marketable subjects with direct vocational relevance,
leaving girls in the humanities and domestic or clerical
training. For example, in 1917 History, Geography,
French and typing were more popular in District High
Schools with boys than g irls , but this was quickly rever
sed in the interwar years. EDUCATIONAL EXPANSION
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY EMPHASISED
RATHER THEN UNDERMINED SEX ROLE DIFF
ERENCES.
One result o f this increasing differentiation is a contin
uing flow o f educated women into teaching where their
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humanities training is fe lt to be relevant. A survey o f
recent university graduates showed that 46.5% o f employed
female graduates but only 23.5% o f all employed male
graduates became teachers. Combined with the restrict
ion on other opportunities, this means that education
continues to absorb a high proportion o f talented women,
certainly a higher proportion than o f talented male
students: 20.7%. o f recent female graduates, and 6.2%
o f male graduates went on to teachers training college.
64% o f the education students at university and 74% o f
training college students are women; yet despite this
high proportion o f talent and predominance in numbers,
only 21.4% o f training college teachers and 2.4% of
teachers in university education departments are women.
The selection o f virtually all the personnel fo r univer
sity departments from the 35% o f the students who are
male, means that women are excluded from the most
creative areas o f educational thinking. Clearly this
cannot be explained by a lack o f potentially able recruits.
The situation in the secondary schools is no better. In
1920 women accounted fo r nearly 40% o f State Second
ary Schools Principals. Now, although 42% o f State
Secondary School teachers are women, they are only
11.3% o f secondary principals. The failure to accept
women in rapidly expanding co-educational institutions
may account fo r some o f this decline. All but one o f
the Female Secondary School principals are in single
sex schools. Administrative positions in co-ed schools
are filled almost w itho ut exception from the 58% o f
teachers who are men; which means that a MALE
TEACHER HAS 128 TIMES GREATER CHANCE OF
BECOMING A PRINCIPAL THAN A FEMALE TEACHER
in a co-ed school. In co-ed schools the female career
ladder effectively ends with the SAM, reinforcing the
belief that women appropriately deal only with the
‘special’ problems o f women.
O f the principal’s positions in co-educational secondary
schools, 0.56% are currently held by women. This
contributes to the notion that a woman with authority
is an ‘exception’, and that ‘normal’ women most appro
priately serve in lower level positions. The existence o f
one female principal o f a co-ed secondary school reinfor
ces the idea that apart from a few ‘special’ cases the
role o f women is exclusively nurturant, while men
‘naturally’ move on to assume positions o f direction
and control.
The pattern o f differential promotion prospects fo r
women is the same throughout the education service.
Women in the Faculty o f Arts at Victoria University
which has the highest proportion o f women in the
country, take twice as long as men to be promoted
from lecturer to senior lecturer, In the schools women
are poorly represented in all the Positions o f Respons
ibility, and the higher the PR level, the fewer women
are appointed. In state Secondary Schools as a whole
women hold 30.48% o f PR 1 positions, 18.63% o f
PR 2 positions, 11.44% o f PR 3 positions, 13.68% o f
PR 4 positions, and 11.63% o f Deputy Principal posit
ions. Once again however, most o f these are to be
found only in single sex schools. In co-ed schools women
account fo r 29.06% o f PR 1 positions, but only 13.23%
o f PR 2 positions, 5.9% o f PR 3 positions, 8.21% o f
PR 4 positions and 1.28% o f Deputy Principals. The
difference becomes greater the higher.the PR level.
Furthermore, the decline in the proportion o f PR
positions held by womem has been accelerated lately
by the tendency o f ‘liberal’ girls’ schools to appoint
men to these positions. Like the co-ed schools the

Kate Edgar - the first woman in the British
Empire to take a degree.
I

higher the PR position the more likely it is to be filled
by a man. Men currently hold only 8.33% o f PR 1
positions in girls’ schools but 18.6% o f PR 2 positions,
29.09% o f PR 3 positions, and 30.0% o f PR 4 ’s.
Differences in promotion w ill o f course result in women
having lower average salaries. It has been estimated
that the average income o f a woman teaching in New
Zealand’s universities is 24% lower than that o f the
average man. The figure fo r the schools is unobtainable,
but an American study showed that the gap between
male and female teachers o f equal qualifications and
experience was greater than for any other employment
area. Teachers’ unions could undertake a similar study
in New Zealand.
The declining position o f women in the education hie
rarchy cannot be explained entirely by curricula differ
entiation or increasing co-education, fo r the pattern o f
women’s professional and educational involvement is
very similar to that o f countries, such as the U.S., where
these changes have been less significant More im port
antly, the decline in New Zealand Primary Schools, which
are affected by neither factor, has been even more
dramatic. IN 1920 WOMEN WERF NEARLY 50% OF
STATE PRIMARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS? NOW THEY
ARF h n i y 1. 5% OF PRINCIPALS AND (1.8% o f Pri
mary Inspectors) The position in Primary Schopls is
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particularly serious because this has traditionally been
one o f the few areas providing significant career advanc
ement opportunities fo r women. The prospects for
women, who are still 62% o f all primary teachers, are
now poor; A YOUNG MAN ENTERING THE PROFES
SION TODAY HAS A 100 TIMES GREATER CHANCE
OF BECOMING A PRINCIPAL THAN A YOUNG
WOMAN, despite the fact that the majority o f teachers
have always been women.
The dramatic change in women’s status in Primary
Schools suggests that ideological determinants have been
significant The decline parallels the demise o f the
women’s movement generally and the onset o f what
Kate M illet has called the ideological ‘counter-revolut
ion’ to feminism. The conservative reaction began in
the 1920’s when the energies o f the ‘ new women’ were
channelled toward a meretricious eroticism, and overt
sexual competition. During the depression, when the
decrease in women’s professional involvement was
sharpest, an ideolqgy stressing the importance o f domes
tic ity and maternity emerged in fascist and democratic
countries alike. This was reinforced by the World War
and reaction to i t The proportion o f students who are
women began to increase about 1962 when the post
war generation entered higher education.
It is doubtful that social attitudes alone provide, how
ever, a sufficient specific explanation for such important
structural changes in education. The last fifty years
has been a period o f continuing ‘professionalisation’ of
teaching. Part o f the deliberate policy o f encouraging
this process has aimed at increasing the involvement of
men in education. Indeed sometimes educationalists
have seemed to equate professionalisation with the
reduction o f female dominance in teaching. The Depart
ment o f Education has also accepted the importance of
role models in this one area and has therefore embarked
on a vigorous campaign to recruit more men, for whom
o f course rapid promotion has been accepted as a nec
essary incentive. Certainly the extraordinary disparities
in the opportunities o f men
and women in education ca
reers cannot be explained by
the lack o f qualified women,
fo r women are the majority o f
university and training college
education students. It cannot,
be the inferiority o f women
teachers, fo r teaching recruits
a higher percentage o f talented
women than men graduates. It
cannot be the absence o f ex
perienced women in the past,
since a pool o f talent has ex
isted fo r 100 years. A fter a
century o f experience in school
administration there is no need
fo r women to ‘ prove’ them
selves as capable as men.
The two most common excuses
for the fact that significant
promotion now occurs fo r only
one half o f the teaching pro
fession is that women’s service
is interrupted and that women
simply do not apply for posi
tions o f responsibility.
The irregular employment pat
tern o f women teachers is a

a direct reflection o f lack o f incentive. The early term
ination point o f the female career ladder suppresses
aspiration and performance. Without realistic expect
ations women will not be motivated to continue a
career. Male employment has elaborate incentive
structures to stimulate motivation. These are obviously
as necessary to women as to men. Employers accept
that it is necessary to have incentives to keep male
staff yet are surprised when lack o f a career structure
does not keep women. In single sex schools where
incentives exist, there is apparently no d iffic u lty in att
racting sufficiently qualified female applicants for leader
ship positions.
While some o f the interrupted career pattern o f women
reflects the lack o f career incentives, much is irrefutably
explained by the fact that women are assigned the
exclusive responsibility for child care. What is incredible
is the admission in teaching, o f all professions, that
women are penalised for the performance o f this role.
It is d iffic u lt to think o f an experience more relevant
to teaching than actual child care. To penalise women
for such experience can only rest on the assumption that
making people is less important than making money, or
that professional child care is somehow more important
(or more real?) than unpaid child care. There is not a
single schooladm inistrator in the country who would
not be better for having practical direct experience of
children, yet women are assumed to have learnt nothing
o f value from this experience.
Now that for the first time there is a sufficient supply
of teachers, regulations have been changed to discrimin
ate against married women, suggesting that such women
are regarded as the least valuable and most expendable
teachers. Maternity leave regulations have recently
become less favourable, and on the 31 August 1973 a
directive (T73/49) from the Department o f Education
was sent to all Teachers’ Colleges discouraging the
acceptance o f applicants who were not readily mobile.
As married women are the largest group of ‘ immobile’
applicants this, in effect, reduces the recruitment of

married women, assigning them the lowest p riority fo r
teacher training.
It is true that many women do feel that it is inapprop
riate fo r them to seek promotion because they should
have an exclusively nurturant role. They feel that they
should not seek to develop what talent they have for
responsibility, innovation and administration, because
‘real’ women, should be contented and happy to look
after the ‘little ones’ while men take the decisions. This
reflects the operation o f a double standard o f motivat
ion that assumes that while it is legitimate and natural
for men to be ambitious to develop their abilities, in
women it is evidence o f selfishness or materialism. What
is seen as a legitimate drive to self development in men
is condemned as sordidly mercenary in women.
There are able women who do not seek promotion to
positions o f authority because they fear it w ill jeopard-,
ise their fem ininity by denying their dependent and
subordinate status. This is why the issue is so im portant
We know that girls quickly begin to suppress their ability
when they believe that talent makes them unfeminine.
Success is a potent source o f anxiety when it is fe lt to
conflict with sexual identity. Therefore just as boys
need models o f nurturant men in primary school, so
girls need to see strong women in leadership positions if
they are to develop to their fullest potential. Girls in
single sex schools are much more motivated to intell
ectual achievement. A recent study o f successful Amer*
ican women showed that overwhelmingly they were the
graduates o f women’s colleges where they had had
strong role models o f powerful, fu lly developed women
who were not automatically placed in subordinate and
powerless roles. If girls are to develop their fullest
potential, women must be fu lly integrated into the
school hierarchy, and the Department o f Education must
accept the necessity o f positive role models fo r girls as
well as boys in their recruiting drive. A t present the
discriminatory education structure inhibits the fullest
development o f girls because it does not serve the inter
ests o f women.
Success is o f course good fo r the women themselves.
Studies show that women who vigorously develop their
talents to the full not only have superior ego strength,
but enjoy good mental health, while identification with
a passive and subordinate feminine role may be assoc
iated with conflict and depression. To develop positive
self identity both girls and women need to feel free to
make the most o f all their abilities.
This is cold com fort for these women who have asserted
themselves only to have the decision about what is appro
priate behaviour determined fo r them by the personal
whims and prejudices o f the School Board. A system
that consistently denies recognition o f the ability o f these
women may undermine their sense o f value, leaving them
feeling worthless and unsure o f themselves. The subtle
condemnation o f women who do complain about their
lot as unstable, unhappy or maladjusted “ old bags” may
also corrode the confidence and sense o f selfworth of
able women teachers. One man gave evidence to the
Parliamentary Select Committee on Women’s Rights on
behalf o f his wife, a SAM, who had been an effective
acting Deputy Principal o f a large co-educational secon
dary school for a year. She was refused the position
when it became vacant because although, the Principal
“ would like to appoint her” unfortunately “ regulations”
meant that the appointment o f a woman was “ not
feasible” . She recognised that the principal was either
ignorant o f or misrepresenting the regulations and felt
frustrated that “ she apparently has little chance o f gain

ing further promotion during her teaching career. Her
health is at the moment not good, undoubtedly aggrav
ated by the sex-discrimination she has experienced ....”
All too often when a teacher reaches the point o f
despair, it is attributed to a ‘nervous breakdown’. This
is simply a way o f evading responsibility; it attributes
blame to the personal inadequacies o f the teacher rather
than to the institution. It is time that we ceased con
demning the individual fo r the corrosive effects o f
discrimination, and began blaming the system which
denies value to women struggling fo r professional selfrealisation.
Obviously the quickest way to improve the calibre o f the
profession will be to select from the largest possible
talent pool. The selection o f the best possible person
cannot take place until there is a career ladder in edu
cation fo r both men and women, and not one fo r women
which terminates at a point ensuring separate and
unequal career prospects. Women must be integrated
into the power hierarchy o f the education structure if
education is to develop the fu ll potential o f its female
students and staff. Girls must be able to identify not
with women who do play a parasitic and supportive
role, but with strong women who seek to develop their
whole selves. The education system o f New Zealand
will not serve the interests o f female pupils until it serves
the interests o f all its staff.
A retired schoolmaster wrote to the Parliamentary Select
Committee on Women’s Rights
I think o f some o f
the bright girls I have known at school, girls who have
come top o f the class,‘girls with initiative, imagination,
organising ability, a sense o f responsibility, very able
girls, sensible, courteous, respectful and charming. Yet
what are their prospects in the male oriented secondary
service we have today? ... Men just have to come round
to accept intelligent and able women as their equals in
the workaday world, deserving o f equal opportunity to
gain positions o f responsibility, even the top posts ...
and even to concede some women’s superiority. The
sex biased (majority?) will feel hurt; but they have been
hurting too many able women fo r far t'oo long already” .
BIBLIOGRAPHY: In most cases the last year fo r which
figures are available is 1972, however where more recent
figures are available they have been used. There are
discrepancies in some o f the figures supplied by the DepL
of Education, but they are not unusually large. The
figures fo r the, Positions o f Responsibility were the most
d iffic u lt to ascertain; they involved identifying each
person holding a PR position and then identifying their
institution. There may therefore be some inaccuracies
in these figures, but I believe they are small. The
figures are taken from:
Education Statistics o f New Zealand, Vol 1, 11.1973
Department o f Education Reports in the Appendices to
The Journals o f the House
I he New Zealand Official Year Book
The Calendars of: The University o f New Zealand,
Otago University, Canterbury University, Victoria Uni
versity, Massey University, Waikato University, University
o f Auckland, Lincoln College.
The Department o f Education
Submissions to the Parliamentary Select Committee on
Womens Rights from : The National Organisation o f
Women, S.T.A.N.Z., Committee fo r Sex Equality in
Education, P.C. Romanovsky, C. Miller.
Phillida Bunkle is at Victoria University teaching History,
and this year is organising Victoria University’s first
Women’s Studies course.
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THE BOGEY OF
M ATERNAL DEPRIVATION

New Zealand has been visited lately by several eminent
child psychologists, among them John Bowlby and James
and Joyce Robertson. These visitors have given widelypublicised lectures, and have all made known their opinions
about the harmful effects o f the separation o f mothers
and their young children. Bowlby talked about ‘ maternal
deprivation’ and ‘attachment’, and James and Joyce
Robertson concentrated on documenting the emotional
upheavals which can result from hospitalization o f the
young chijd. These specialists, as well as other recent'

visitors, made it quite clear that they also disapproved o f
day care centres'. Since their totally irresponsible public
statements have probably been taken to heart by some
parents, I would like to repair some o f the damage done
and give a more balanced picture of what current psychol
ogical research has shown about the emotional and intel
lectual needs o f infants and pre-schoolers.
Research into maternal deprivation was undoubtedly given
impetus by John Bowlby’sstudy o f orphanages and broken

nomes which was reported in ‘Child Care and the Growth
af Love’, published in 1951. Bowlby found that this
kind o f upbringing often could be found in the background
of delinquents, people o f low intelligence and those
suffering from a syndrome Bowlby described as ‘affection
less psychopathy’, a condition in which a person seems to
be unable to become emotionally involved with another
person. He concluded that the situation liable to cause the
most damage was where the child had no mother-figure
during the first three years, or was separated from the
mother fo r several months during this period, or was
switched from one mother-figure to another.
Bowlby gave the name ‘attachment’ to the process where
the infant comes to differentiate his mother from strangers,
and becomes emotionally dependent on her. He believes
that attachment can be likened to the phenomenon of
imprinting, which may be observed in various animal
species. Im printing has been ably described by the noted
ethologist Konrad Lorenz, in his book “ King Solomon’s
Ring” . Lorenz observed that ducklings always begin to
follow their mother a certain number o f hours after birth.
If a duckling is kept apart from its mother until several
days after birth, it is unlikely to follow the mother, and
will probably die, being unable to fend for itself.
Lorenz found that if he separated a duckling at birth, and
walked past it making a quacking noise at the important
time, the duckling would follow him. To his embarrass
ment, Lorenz noted that birds thus ‘ im printed’ on him,
would attempt to mate with him when they reached mat
urity. It was as if the ducks thought that Lorenz was a
member o f the same species as them. Bowlby theorized
that the human infant goes through a similar process
o f attachment, in order to establish a firm sense of
identity. Obviously the analogy with im printing can
not be taken too far, since infants deprived o f their
mother are cared for by another human-, not something
o f a different species. However, the phenomenon of
im printing suggests that many species have an instinc
tive need for contact with a maternal figure, and that
if this need is not satisfied, the animal may develop
abnormally.

needs were ignored. Some psychologists have suggested
that the consequences o f such a background could be
mairny due to the deprivation o f sensory experience rather
than to the lack o f opportunity to form social contacts.
Casler claims that ‘ the human organism does not need
mother love’. So Bowlby’s view o f maternal deprivation
is not held unanimously.
Some studies show that the severest consequehces o f an
institutional upbringing occur if the child is admitted in
early infancy and is given little opportunity to form stable
relationships with people. Children over one year old who
are admitted, and visited regularly by a parent, are usually
well-adjusted. One side-effect o f the widespread publicity
given to Bowlby’s rather extreme views (i.e. that even
brief separations may have long-term effects) has been
that many social workers have been reluctant to remove
children from their parents even if the child is suffering
from sadistic treatment.
2. Brief Separations: hospitalisation etc.
James andjoyce Robertson have publicized the severe
stress undergone by the young child who is hospitalized,
as well as the d iffic u lty the child may have in settling
down at home when she returns. I have no quarrel with
their evidence, and fu lly agree that hospitals should
provide rooming-in facilities so that someone the child
knows can stay 'with her. But the experience o f going
to hospital cannot be regarded as being typical o f most
separation experiences. The child is away from home,
attended to by a number o f different strangers, who
appear at unpredictable times, and is often undergoing
painful treatments. As the Robertsons showed, separation
from the parents can cause few problems if the child is
given loving care. It also seems to help if the child has
had plenty o f separation experiences. Young children

Another animal study which is relevant to this topic is that
carried out by Harry Harlow on chimpanzees. He found
that chimpanzees reared in isolation, but with all their
physical needs met, would show abnormal behaviour pat
terns in adulthood. Chimpanzees reared with others of
the same age, but w ithout adult chimps, were relatively
normal; whereas chimps brought up by their parents, but
w ithout the benefit o f playmates, had problems relating
socially to others in adulthood. HThis experiment shows
that contact w ith other members o f the same species is
im portant during the early years, but that contact with
peers as well as parents is necessary.

Mothers have no
special qualities that
fathers cannot attain,
and many children in the
normal family situation
seem equally attached
to both parents.

However, animal studies are only suggestive: We must look
at studies o f human infants in order to see what conditions
o f parental care are necessary for normal development.
We can look at this under three headings:

who are undisturbed by hospital admission have usually
previously stayed away from home with relatives, or had
babysitters, or been to kindergarten etc.

1. Permanent separation: institutional upbringing.

3. Daily Separations: day care etc

We know now that not all orphanages produce the illeffects described by Bowlby. The quality o f care provided
seems to be a crucial factor. In some o f the institutions
studied in Bowlby’s research, conditions were shocking.
Babies lay all day in cots, the walls o f which were draped
with white sheets, thus preventing the infant from seeing
out. These babies were only handled when their nappies
were changed - bottles were propped up as soon as they
were able to manage them that way. The standard of
hygiene was high, but the babies’ emotional intellectual

This is the most controversial category, since it applies to
far more children than the first two categories. But it is
also the most clear-cut area to discuss, since there is NO
good evidence to show that daily separations from the
mother have any harmful consequences whatever, provided
the child is sent to a place where she can form good,
stable relationships with the people looking after her.
If the child is shunted from one child-minder to another,
Continued on P. 28
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IS THERE A BABY WOMAN
IN THE H O U S E ?
ANDREE LEVESQUE OLLSEN DISCUSSES HOW WE MAKE OUR DAUGHTERS PASSIVE
AND OUR SONS AGGRESSIVE.

Men and women perform different
roles in life but to what extent are
these roles a necessary consequence o f
the fact that only women bear child
ren fo r nine months and then breast- .
feed them a certain period o f time?
We will start with the premise that the
social roles o f men and women are
learnt and that there is a hierarchy in
roles. Women are channeled into var
ious kinds o f roles, usually inferior
ones - as Kate M illett put it, roles
come to mean ranks - on the basis of
their sex, and that from infancy. If
one examines the implications o f early
role-training fo r males and females,
one can only conclude that these roles
are learned and not biologically or
otherwise determined.
After looking at what socialization
in this case, the learning o f sex roles
- involves, we will deal with some
myths regarding the origin o f these
roles and then see why society turns
little girls into feminine little girls ;
how it does i t ; why the Women’s Lib
eration Movement objects to the fem
inization o f g irls ; and how we can
change the pattern o f socialization.
Socialization, that is preparing chil
dren for the role they will play in soc
iety is based on sex. Responsibilities
will be assigned on the basis o f gender:
responsibilities outside the home,
responsibilities related to maintenance
will fall on the male’s shoulders : re
sponsibilities for the home and chil
dren will be, on the whole, the fe
male’s. In order to prepare children
to accept these responsibilities, we
instill in them certain qualities and,
as a result, we have children exhibiting
different qualities whether they are
girls or boys. For instance, in a gen
eral way,
girls are :
boys are :
passive
active
nurturant and
independent
helpful
sensitive
rational
intuitive
creative
modest
self-confident,
assertive
emotional
self-controlled
timid
dominant
gentle
aggressive
submissive
adventurous

This is, o f course, a generalization and
both sexes exhibit any o f these quali
ties, but what society expects and
what children tend to develop are fem
inine qualities fo r girls and masculine
ones for boys. The sum total o f these
qualities for each sex forms a stereo
type to which most boys and girls con
form to a certain extent.
The learning o f these attributes as
they pertain to one sex or the other
takes place very early. A t the age o f
two, children differentiate between
female and male roles.1 To reinforce
this, parents and educators will rein
force certain behaviours. Aggression is
discouraged, or at least is not repressed
in boys. Aggression in girls takes a
more oblique form and little girls soon
become sneaky. They soon become
very skilful in afflicting verbal injury
when they can’t do physical harm.
But one may object, by being less ag
gressive, by “ being” instead o f “ doing”
girls might be just conforming to cer
tain laws o f nature. It may be because
they were born girls they behave in
certain ways. This is the same as
saying that because o f their anatomy
they should exhibit certain qualities
and adopt certain roles, that biology
determines their destiny.
Biological theories o f female - male d if
ferences. One o f these theories is
based on sex hormones. Since females
and males differ in their sex hormones,
and sex hormones enter the brain, then
there must be innate differences based
on nature.
Hormones may explain
some physical differences, but they tell
us very little about female-male be
haviour or if their behaviour is deter
mined by their biology. Sex hormones
are mainly responsible fo r secondary
sexual differences which appear
around puberty : breast development,
pubic hair, sperm production, etc....
(although recently, scientists have
found that the triggering o f puberty is
done, not by the endocrine system,
but by the brain.) People o f both
sexes have both sets o f hormones androgens and progesterones - it is
the balance o f each that varies. As
we know, there is a wide range o f
characteristics within each sex : some
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men are more “ feminine” than some
women, although it is very d iffic u lt to
determine whether this is due to a
greater quantity or male hormones.
We know that some rats injected with
massive doses o f male hormone (testo
sterone) will become more aggressive,
so there should be a relationship be
tween male hormones and aggressiv ity .^
But this would only be a
predisposition as we know that some
people, even females, will develop, by
learning, a high degree o f aggressivity.
Still, the final word has not been said
on the role o f hormones and scientists
disagree as to their role in the deter
mination o f behaviour.
We don’t live in a vacuum and what
ever predisposition may be due to
hormones may or may not develop
according to the social contexts which
seem to play, especially in our society
which is far from primitive, a much
greater role. Even if we assumed that
the so-called “ feminine” characteristics
were inborn, this would not entitle us
to determine people’s lives on the bas
is o f their sex. For instance, if it were
proved that Negroes have a “ natural”
g ift for jazz music, this would not al
low society to force every black per
son to be a jazz musician.^ Yet, the
Negroes’ talent for jazz is no more
proved by biology than women’s talent
to change nappies.
The second biological theory is based
on the analogies between the behav
iour. For instance, male chimpanzees
placed alone with their infant will not
“ mother” her. From this, some re
searchers will conclude that human
fathers can’t naturally “ mother” their
babies.6 The first thing to be said
about this argument is that primates,
even higher primates, are not human
and that what is true for some of
them may not be true for us. But
this refutation doesn’t go very deeply
because we are very close on the evol
utionary scale.
There are a variety o f primates and
they exhibit a variety o f sex-roles.
Different kinds o f animals can prove
different points : anyone can play
“ choose-your-monkey” game. The

marmoset male, fo r instance, carries
lis infant at all times except for
feeding. The Tamarin female is more
aggressive and competitive than the
male. On the other hand, baboons and
rhesus monkeys exhibit the most
extreme characteristics : males are the
most irritable and aggressive partners.
and females very passive and sub
missive.' The primate argument is
misleading because o f the wide range
o f primates one can choose from and
also because these animals can be ob
served in nature to a certain extent.
We haven’ t been able to observe homo
sapiens “ in nature’’ fo r thousands of
years now.

we imitate the sex-roles o f some tribes
which would jive very close to a
“ primitive state” , it may prove totally
inadequate, ineffective, and non-func
tional in our urbanised, industrial
society. The natural argument does
not hold because we don’t know what
it is to live “ naturally” . Is it natural
to bottle-feed babies? Is it natural to
sit on a toilet? To lie down to deliver
a baby? Cars, fridges, freezers and
aspirins are not natural and we would
n’t do w ithout them. We live in a
highly technological society and yet
we keep values which evolved in ano
ther age.

If our beliefs regarding sex-roles are
not based on biology, on nature, then
where do they start from? The answer
might lie in history, or rather in pre
history and in the realm o f anthropol
ogy. We can only put forth some
hypotheses.11 A t one time, child
bearing and nursing dominated the
greater part o f women’s lives. Because
o f their numerous pregnancies, women
were physically weaker.
But num
erous pregnancies were often the rule
not only because o f the ignorance o f
methods o f contraception but also
because many children were often an
asset. Women were weaker and smal-

When we look at our time, in the XXth
century, we notice a great variety o f
behaviour in different cultures which
leads us to believe that what is consid
ered “ natural” is in fact cultural.
Anthropologist Margaret Mead, and
many others, have found a number of
primitive societies which do not con
form to our pattern. In the Arapesh
o f New Guinea, both males and fe
males are not aggressive. Among the
Mundugamor, women dislike child
bearing and both sexes are aggressive.
Among the Tchambuli, men are dec
orated, are idle, while women are
what we would call more “ masculine” .
But in all these societies there are •
sex-roles. These are more or less rigid
but the fact remains that in most
societies women’s occupations are
considered less prestigious. They may
be just as im p o rta n t: fo r instance,
women prepare food, but these fe
male occupations do not enjoy a very
high status.^ In short, although
women’s tasks are usually considered
inferior to men’s work, these are rel
ative and vary from culture to culture.
What is so-called “ natural” in one
culture may be very out-of-place in
another. What is “ natural” is a
very subjective notion. The only
criterion seems to be that whatever is
in harmony with society at a certain
point in time may be called “ natural” .
The problem with the “ natural” argu
ment is that most people equate
“ natural” with “ good” . For example,
when Vatican II took a stand against
contraception, the Church said that it
was not natural to interfere with
natureJO But in this day and age, we
all interfere with nature. We live in an
intricate social system, in a pluralistic
society, and it would be d iffic u lt to
say, in 1972, which groups o f human
beings live more in accord with nature
on this earth. If we could single out
such a group o f people, we could imi
tate their sex-roles and be sure that
we live according to “ nature” , but we
can’t indulge in such romanticism. If

has a handicap,
tmale.

When she grows up. her job opportunities will be
limited, and her pay low. As a.sales clerk, for in
stance. she'll earn half of what a man does. If she
goes to college, she'll still earn less than many
men with a 9th grade education Maybe you.

don't c a re -b u t it's a fa c t-jo b discrimination
based on sex is against the, law. And it's a waste:
Think about your own daughter - she's handi
capped too.

Womanpower. It’smuchtoo good to watte,.

Public service ad prepared by N.O.W. Legal Defense and Education Fund U.S.A.
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ler and denied strenuous jobs, such as
hunting. But today, even if women
are still physically weaker and smaller
(especially in our society) it should
not account fo r their lack o f status.
So few o f our activities depend on
physical strength that we may wonder
why the division o f labour and o f
social roles is still perpetuated.

Why do we turn girls into feminine
girls?To fulfil feminine roles.
In case
we entertain any doubt as to how ef
fectively we feminize little girls, stud
ies have been made o f children whose
sex was wrongly identified at birth.
The sexual identification process is so
successful in the first few years, that if
these children get properly identified
after the age o f four (i.e. it is then
realized that the child whom we
thought was a girl is in fact a boy or
vice versa) the child cannot psycho
logically readjust to its real sex.' ^
Having been effectively channelled into
a sex-role which will be almost irre
versible, the little girl will eventually
be ready to perform her most femin
ine role : have a husband. Spinsters
are not highly valued in our society.
They are surely not as fashionable as
bachelors who, it is assumed, have
remained single by choice. The spin
ster has been left out o f her fu lfillm en t
Historically, it w " im portant to get
the right husbana to bear the “ right”
children. The right husband meant
someone o f the same caste, or tribe,
clan, or even social class ; procreation
was very important. Women had to
be attractive to get the best husband.
Nowadays it is important to get the
right husband, but fo r different rea
sons. Society assumes that women
realize themselves, their potential,
through their husband. This is confix
med by the fact that when a woman
marries she looses her name ; she takes
her husband’s social status and be
comes the carpenter’s wife or the tea
cher’s wife ; she also takes his resid
ence and domicile. Moreover, because
we put a premium on the permanence
o f marriage, it is most im portant to
get someone who will be right fo r the
rest o f one’s life. With the long-endur
ing double-standard o f morality, it will
be more d iffic u lt for a woman to get
extra-marital satisfaction than fo r her
husband.
Women will have to be attractive to
attract an ideal partner who will stay
with her forever and being attractive
will mean to develop these qualities
which men expect o f women. There is
no need to deal with all the whims o f
fashion to which women have compl
ied throughout the ages. Women have
been known to go to ridiculous extr

emes not to scare prospective boy
friends or husbands away. Studies
have shown that girls try not to appear
brighter than boys. In a more subtle
way, most women are forever concern
ed about not hurting their male’s ego.
We make feminine little girls not only
because this is what men want, but
also because many girls want it too. If
a girl knows that her future is limited
to being a homemaker and mother, it
may be very securising. Her future is
all mapped out and she doesn’t need to
take many choices. She knows what
is expected o f her and she’ll con
form. This way, getting the “ right”
man will be much more important
than getting the right education, the
right job, the right wages.
Having seen why we develop feminine
dualities in little girls, we may ask
how we socialize children. The main
agents o f socialization are 1. the par
ents and immediate relatives and 2. the
school starting with creches, nursery
schools, play centres, kindergartens,
and finally, one might add television.
(We won’t discuss television here as it
will probably be treated in another
paper).
We probably start treating our daugh
ters and our sons differently from the
moment o f birth. I magine if the
physician would tell you, immediately
after you delivered a child, that she
could not make out the sex o f the
child for about six months. Wouldn’t
you be a bit confused in relating to
this child? Studies have shown that
mothers and fathers interact different
ly with their children where they are
boys or girls. From the age o f two
weeks to three months, fathers interact
much less than mothers with their
children. They also tend to decrease
their verbal interaction as the child
gets o ld e r: they talk less with their
child at three months than they did at
two weeks. Moreover, they talk less to
their three-month-old daughter than
to their son.1^ What is significant is
not so much time spent talking
to girls or boys in infancy, but the fact
that infants get a different kind o f rela
tionship with their father and mother,
and are also treated differently whe
ther they are boys or girls.
We don’t only goo differently to girls
and boys, we also treat them differ
ently in a number o f other ways. The
attitude o f mothers nursing a sixmonth-old baby boy tend to build “ an
expectation that he can be autono
mous, which provides a foundation
for later freedom to be active in a mas
culine way” .15 “ The girl babies are
more hovered over, more fiddled with,
their clothes are arranged more and

with them the mother is more apt to
take a “ mother knows best” attitude,
imposing a pattern on the girl baby
which leads her to learn that she is ex
pected to conform, to follow , to fit
in.” 16
We talk to our children, we handle
them, we provide a living model, we
punish and reward them, but more
subtly we convey to then, what we ex
pect o f them. People, especially chil
dren, perform according to expectat
ions. Quite crudely, when we expect
little girls to show compassion and
little boys to swallow their tears, we
are imposing stereotypes on them. We
must give more credit to boys’ activ
ities because many more girls prefer
what are conventionally defined as
masculine activities than vice versa.
Between 3 Y2 and 5, half the girls pre
fer masculine toys and activities and
70 to 80% o f boys prefer the same.
Boys’ toys also seem to gain in appeal
as the girls get older. Between 6 and
9, more than half the girls prefer
them, while over 80% o f boys do .17
It is also significant that many more
girls want to be boys at some time or
other in their life than boys want to
be girls. Between 4 and 8 years old,
both sexes tend to attribute progres
sively greater power and prestige to
male roles. ° By the age o f six, most
children know that high power roles
in society are assigned to males.
How do pre-school and school perpet
uate sex-roles? This section will be
very small because we have all been
able to observe the process, and also
because the answer has been partly
given in the preceding section. We
need not be blatant and give large
toys, tractors to boys and dolls to
girls. The teacher often just suggests
different activities fo r boys and girls.
She may address them in a different
tone, use different words, expect a
different behaviour. Soon the child is
exposed to an assortment o f early
readers, fairy tales, textbooks which
will strongly suggest that there is one
type o f behaviour fo r boys and ano
ther for girls and that they should not
be confused. It would be unfair to lay
too much responsibility on the pre
schools and schools as the children
have already learned their sex-roles at
home.
Why do we object to the socialization
o f girls?
Because it cripples girls
psychologically. (We won’t deal with
the physical crippling caused by high
heels, corsets, etc . . .). Girls very soon
absorb self-destructive values and learn
to feel inadequate.

should be remembered that not all
males f it the mould and yet they feel
pressure to conform. Casualties are
gh : the numerous tomboys have to
idergo great changes around puberty;
ose who survive this stage unscathed
ay just have their breakdown postDned fo r a few years. Wellington
ospital reports four times more woen than men admitted fo r reactive
ipression, 4/5 o f whom are between
ie ages o f 16 and 4 5 .' ^
forking women cannot be exclusively
ives and mothers and yet they know
iat they are not behaving as expected
id often develop guilt feelings. These
'omen also find out that their feminie qualities don’t help them in their
>bs.
fomen are crippled because they
on’t use their full potential and may
ot even want to. Most women would’t want ^o be more successful than
ie ir husband and w ouldn’t want to
arn more than him.
Ifomen are crippled because their femline qualities prepare them to be
econd-class citizens. The Urban Womn bas shown how unqualified the
Jew Zealand woman is. Her childearing years will take five to ten
ears o f her life, then she’ II return to
/ork to a menial job. Women underchieve, waste their talent and don't
se their education. True, women
ominate certain professions : those'
lemanding skills o f nurturance, emlathy, and where aggressiveness and
ompetitiveness are not essential,
hese professions, nursing, teaching,
ecretarial work, are low in pay and
tatus.
: inally, we object to women being
imited to a domestic role because it
vill soon no longer be functional. The
mage o f the woman whose life is cenred almost exclusively on the home
vhile her husband’s life focuses on
ome work done outside, where he ineracts with a wide spectrum o f socity, and comes home a b it as a guess
t 5 p.m. will soon become obsolete
nd we can’t morally train children
or an obsolete role.
/len and women are increasingly need;d by society : the worid can’t afford
o loose women’s contribution to the
vhole range o f activities. What gains
re provided by the division o f labour
>ased on sex? It is d iffic u lt to assess
>ut these gains are mainly o f an indivdual nature : from an economic point
>f view the gains consist mainly o f the
irivate services rendered the male
iccupational worker in terms o f indiidual household and child-care.
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This raises the questions : i f the col
lectivity needs women outside their
homes, l ) who will provide fo r the
children and 2 ) with the current rela
tive unemployment, how can the work
force absorb these women.
1. Children need some constant figure
to relate to in infancy, but not necess
arily their mother. A competent, lov
ing person might be just as qualified
as the mother. If we project into the
future, we will have to be increasingly
“ socially conscious” . Our children
will live in an increasingly crowded
planet with diminishing resources and
individualism may not be such an asset
anymore. Common action and a social
conscience directed toward the'coilectivity may be necessary to survive.
A group situation, such as a child-care

centre may be the best place to foster
thesevalues. It would almost surely
be better than a nuclear family.
In the meantime, those who are not
ready to relinquish their children’s ed
ucation, but want to have a life in
some other sphere need some help.
We won’t have a return to the V ictor
ian nanny (although in those days,
people saw nothing wrong with chil
dren being brought up by a parent
surrogate), nor to the extended family.
If help is needed, fathers could take
an equal share in the domestic
chores and child-rearing. To achieve
this, people may have to work in
shifts of, say, twenty hours a week.
The twenty-hour week may not be
that utopian : the trend is toward
greater technology and less men/wo

men powerfAustralia already has the
35 hr. week), and work that does not
have to be done for long periods may
be done more efficiently. This, o f
course, would help to solve the prob
lem o f unemployment.since, if the
shifts are shorter, more people will be
needed to keep production going.
There will probably be an increasing
movement toward strict lim itation o f
population growth. Already the notion
o f “ population zero” is gaining some
favour. The more we lim it our popu
lation, the more women w ill be called
upon to fill in jobs.
Another reason why division o f labour
along sex-lines is not functional is that
the fam ily as we know it now will be
come less important. When we start
lim iting our families to two children
and when a number o f people may
choose not to have any children, childrearing will take less time in people’s
lives. It is very unrealistic to prepare
little girls to a domestic role by giving
them dolls and training them in socalled home science because it will just
be putting them in a double-btnd again.
They’ll feel that they’ll have to have
children to live up to their educators’
expectations, but they w ill also know
that it is wrong to have many children.
Finally, every woman should aim at
being able to support herself. Econ
omic dependence saps self-confidence.
Marriages are not always permanent
and it is very crippling psychologically
to remain dependent on alimony years
after you have broken up. While wo
men can’t deprive society o f their
contribution, they can’t deprive them
selves o f economic security.

How we can change our patterns o f
sex-role socialization We should first
change our expectations : if girls are
not expected to be scared o f mice,
they probably won’t be. We should
also change the models we give our
children. Either fathers should be
more at home or mother should be
there less. In both cases, mothers and
fathers should interact equally with
their children. This also means that
other agents o f socialization such as
kindergarten teachers should be o f
both sexes. Children are not private
property : with early child-care and
nursery-schools more and more adults
w ill influence them at an earlier age.
More people may choose to live com
munally as this may prove the best
solution to survive as well as being
more economical. In such a situation,
the children will be brought up by
adults o f both sexes and o f a variety o f
ages.
Maybe the day will come when sex
won’t be the first thing to know about
a person unless one is specifically in
terested in a sexual relationship. Sex
will then be just one variable among
others in determining what kind of
person one is.
ANDREE

LEVESQUE

OLLSEN

Dunedin Collective for Women
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BOGEY OF MATERNAL DEPRIVATIO
frequently, she will often show excessive dependency
behaviour - crying, clinging, etc. There have now been
a good many studies done on children who have been
in day care, and the results are quite.conclusive. (There
have been fewer studies on very young infants in day care
but those that have been done indicate no adverse effects).
With these facts in mind, it is particularly distressing to see
child psychologists, blinded by prejudice, continuing to
maintain the opposite. It could be maintained that day
care is even beneficial in some circumstances. In a recent,
comprehensive review o f the literature, Etaugh found that
the best adjusted children belonged to mothers who were
happy with what they were doing, whether working or
staying home. It has been found that middle-class girls
with working mothers often are oriented towards more
traditionally masculine careers, and arc more ambitious,
thus suggesting that they have not suffered to such a degree
from stereotyping. So the moral o f this story is: if you
want to go out to work, fo r goodness sake do so. If you
can find good child-minding arrangements, your child
will be better o ff than if you mope around at home.
In many different societies it is quite common for the

Continued from P. 2
child to be cared fo r by several people and this seems to
do no harm. Even Bowlby admits this in his books,
although he seems more reluctant to do so in public. It
must be remembered when you read the oracle-like pron
ouncements of child psychologists, that their major concern
is with how to bring up “ well-adjusted” children - in other
words, they support the status quo, and are inclined to be
conservative. How else can one explain such blind pre
judice?
A FOOTNOTE FOR FATHERS: Wherever this article
says ‘ mother’ also read ‘father’. Mothers have no special
qualities that fathers cannot attain, and many children in
the normal family situation seem equally attached to both
parents.
Hilary Haines
BOOKS TO READ (All Penguins)
Maternal Deprivation Reassessed-‘Michael Rutter
Socialization - Kurt Donziger
Attachment - John Bowlby
The Growth o f Sociability H. A. Shaffer.
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BOOK REVIEW
Anna Kavan *«
Asylum Piece
Panther Paperbacks 1974
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Some months back I reviewed "Ice ” ,
the strange but beautiful novel by
Anna Kavan published in 1967. In the
introduction to this book, "Asylum
Piece", Peter Owen writes that in "Ice ”
Anna Kavan's work was verging on
science-fiction but that she herself
said of the work "That's the way I see
the world now ."
You can't categorise Anna Kavan's
work. I wrote of "Ic e " in the May 74
Broadsheet : "D o n 't expect a conven
tional novel when you start reading
" Ic e " ........ "Ic e " moves between illu 
sion and reality so skillfu lly that it is
mostly impossible to distinguish be
tween them, and indeed it would be
pointless to attempt to unravel the
tw o ". The same applies to "Asylum
Piece".
This book represents Anna
Kavan's "view of the w o rld " in 1940
when the book was first published.
And you cannot call this volume a
book of short stories
- they are
"pieces" - fragments of perceptions,
descriptions of feelings, reactions and
small events. They all add up to a to t
ality; their separateness is less im port
ant in a way than what they add to
the whole.
The first half of the book deals with
experiences had since adolescence and
the writer's increasing despair, lack
of confidence, feelings of inexorable
doom. She imagines that everything
and everyone she can turn to help for,
is against her. And there are other
nameless enemies besides. Unable to
sleep or write she takes pleasure in the
smallness of things; the sudden aware
ness that winter has given way to
spring, tw o brightly coloured birds at
play in her garden. The writer feels

persecuted and although I know that
this is regarded as a classic symptom
of madness one wonders if Anna
Kavan was not internalizing the help
lessness many people felt as Nazi
Germany rose around them. She so
often mentions prisons, stone walls,
people coming to get her.
Anna Kavan turns inward on herself
till finally she sees herself as "fo rg o t
ten by everybody with a beaten face".
The rest of the book consists of the
Asylum Pieces and two other short
pieces. In the Asylum Pieces she des
cribes the suffering of others in the
asylum with her. I have special d iffi
culties with books about "madness".
The cover describes the book as
"B rillia n t and Frightening Glimpses in
to Madness" and "L o st in the Dark
ened Passages of an Insane M ind". My
reaction to this, is the same as it is to
similar glib pronouncements made about people like Janet Frame, Sylvia

Plath and Jennifer Dawson ("The Haha"). "W ho is mad?", "W ho decid
ed?" It seems to me that "madness"
imposes on the possessor a peculiar
clarity of vision which is imcompatible with the crassness of the rest of
the w orld/ or alternatively "madness"
is the price extraordinarily talented
people pay for their gift.
August Strindberg's "O ccult Diary"
describes his "telepathetic" life with
his third wife, Harriet Bosse, which
enabled him to have sexual commun
ion with her, no matter what the act
ual physical distance between them.
In the Preface to the Ikon Books ed
ition of "F rom an Occult Diary",
Torsten Eklund has the h um ility to
write : "N o attempt w ill be made here
to give a psychological or physiologi
cal interpretation of the phenomenon
in question ......" Certainly if Strind
berg ha'd made public his experiences
during his lifetime he would have been
locked up in Bedlam so fast he would
n 't have had time to write another
page.
Strindberg himself could not
make up his mind whether to inter
pret them according to the Swedenborgian teaching of a communion of
spirits on a higher place, or by means
of the conceptions drawn from medi
aeval magic and witch-trials, of incubi
and evil spirits who visit people in
their sleep and have physical inter
course w ith them.
It's a pity that we are so simplistic (or
unsophisticated) in our approach
that our answer to behaviour judged
by the normal to be "aberrant" is to
shut the person so "a fflic te d " away
from the rest of us. Categorising peo
ple worries me and it seems signficant
that so many more women artists are
judged to be mad in proportion to
men. Does creativity impose such a
more
intolerable strain on women
than on men? Or do books by women
sell better if advertised with the added
titilla tio n of "glimpses into an insane
mind” ?

Anna Kavan

To return to the theme of the title
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piece in this work.
Anna Kavan's
treatment of her characters in the
Asylum Pieces is compassionate and
fu ll of empathy for the helplessness of
the inmates o f the asylum. Her sub
jects are mainly women : the child
like bride of a middle-aged man who
having tired of her schoolgirlish charms
has banished her to the asylum ; the
young girl who longs for her mother to
visits her and then finds she has been
to visit and not seen her ; the aristo
cratic young woman who shares a few
tender moments w ith the peasant ser
vant girl and the author herself "be
tween the bare wall.and medicine b it
ter with sediment in its dwarfish
glass". And then there are the men.
They are the betrayers, the lost lovers,
the cruel husbands. But mostly they
are the people who bring the women
to the asylum, pretending they too
w ill stay and that the stay w ill be short
and leaving with their unpacked suit
cases on the seats of their cars. The
women are presented as victims; the
men as collaborators, jailors, deceivers.
(Which is also the roles the sexes were
ascribed in "Ice ".)
"Asylum Piece" is an unhappy book
but an exciting and moving one. Anna
Kavan uses imagery and words with a
brilliance which to me, few writers
equal. She writes with a combination
of passion, intellect, and insight which
creates1memorable prose.
" / see myself walking hand-in-hand with
another, a human being whose heart and
mind had grown into mine. We walked totogether on many roads, in sunshine beside
ancient olive trees, on hillsides sprayed as
by fountains with larks' singing, in lanes
where the raindrops dripped from the chil
ly leaves. Between us there was an under
standing without reservations and indestruc
tible peace. I, who had been lonely and in
complete, was now fulfilled. Our thoughts
ran together like greyhounds o f equal swift
ness. Perfection like music was in our untied
thoughts.
/ remember an inn in some southern country.

A crisis, tong since forgotten, had arisen in
our lives. / remember only the cypresses'
black flames blowing, the sky hard as a blue
plate, and my own confidence, serene, un
shakable, utterly secure . . . .
Who shall describe the slow and lamentable
cooling o f the heart? On what day does one
first observe the infinitesmal crack which
finally becomes a chasm deeper than hell?''
Asylum Piece 2.
" He tries to disengage her fingers; but he
cannot capture her hands which, like des
perate sparrows, are beating all about him,
clawing at his sleeve, his lapels, his tie, even
his face. He can do nothing except dumbly

defend himself against those clawing, beat
ing hands, his ears deafened and appalled by
the broken treble that fills the interior o f
the dosed car with ceaseless, inarticulate
lament''.
Asylum Piece 8.
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TE LE VIS IO N
Enjoyed Whicker w ithin a woman's
world best when he talked to an air
line pilot, the woman who is the cap
tain of the English cricket team, the
stuntwoman, the engineer and Ivy
Benson of all-woman band fame.
For me he could have arranged his
interviews in a different order; the
pilot and the cricketer came over real
ly well and instead of being first and
second they could well have rounded
o ff the show, which tailed o ff with a
flat sounding Ivy Benson following
her rather tired talk with Whicker.
Quote of the month must be the one
from the pilot who incidentally spoke
exactly like the Queen. She said ip
reply to a question from Whicker;
"That's right my ambition is not to
be thought of as a woman, just a
p ilo t".
The cricketer had a good line though,
she said that if men lost to women
then that was their ego gone forever
wasn't it. When I think of the batt
ling both women must have had to do,
the pilot was the first commercial wo
man pilot in England I think, it's even
more amazing that neither of them
were bitter and both had lots of sense
of humour left.
The engineer as well as the cricketer
commented on a preference as a child
for things other than frilly dollies. The
engineer swapped her dolls for dinky
cars and the cricketer said she was
more bucked than she'd ever been
about a silly doll, when for her nineth
birthday she received a cricket bat.

most o f us, the sucking into the norm
is much more likely to succeed because
you don't realise it's happening.
Had an opportunity to speak my mind
about advertising this month. I was
one of a panel of three who talked to
staff of an advertising agency largely
about television advertising. The other
tw o people forming the panel were
men - one a T.V. columnist and the
other a director of a local radio station.
I was introduced as a women's libbist,
columnist extraordinaire and " I f I may
say", representative of New Zealand
womanhood. The quotes are from the
guy introducing us. Yuk! Cringe!
He was just as embarrassingly fulsome
about the other two too - - being
flattered in public by someone you
don't know is angering and strangely
humiliating.
I pointed out fairly quickly that no he
couldn't describe me as representative
of New Zealand womanhood as simply
being a woman d id n't mean I could
read all other women's minds. It's
subtle sexism but it's there; I mean
they d id n't ask either of the guys to
attend to represent New Zealand man
hood - - I mean as if one mên could
cover the complexity of all those
varied men.
The rest of the session can really be
ruthlessly summed up, or my part of
it can, by me saying there's got to be
another way of selling soap powder
than these everlasting women deligh
ted to be up to their elbows in soapy
water and them saying, shrug of shoul
ders, well it works, it sells soap pow
der, s o .............
JOANNE EDWARDS.

D EIRDRE McCARTIN
Television Producer

Got the impression from these women
that they all really knew fairly early
in their lives what they wanted to do the pilot just knew she had to fly when
she was eight years old and the cricket
er was cricketing long before she was
ten.

Behind every good television program
is a good television producer. Viewers
of Gardening with Eion Scarrow and
Playschool w ill be familiar with the
name Deirdre McCartin, who produces
both of these programs.

It must be a tremendous help when
you know what you want to do with
your life so early; got to be a great
help in resisting pressure to conform
via dolls, doilies, cooking and clean
ing. If you don't know where you are
going, have no grand design, and that's

Deirdre became interested in television
prim arily through the television design
course that was part of the curricul
u m 'a t art school in Glasgow. When
she moved from the U.K. to New
Zealand, she went to work for AKTV2
as a television designer, which she did
for two years. Within the design and

sions, will we acheivethis recognition".
There are many women in the NZBC
at the moment.
Deirdre says that
some of the very best editors, mixers,
production secretaries, etc, are women.
But she points out that they are all
obliged to give their best in making
programs they have had no say in de
termining.
Many production secret
aries could go through a brief training
course that would take them into pro
ducing and directing but they don't
because of their conditioning.
New Zealand audiences, says Deirdre,
are like dumb sponges, soaking up
whatever is supplied with little incen
tive to become self- determing, to
say "That's rubbish, get it o ff the air,
give us programs with punch". As the
NZBC recieves so little critical feed
back from its viewers, they feel they
are.filling the community needs. And
an attitude of encouraging self determ
ination from the public seems to be re
garded as anarchical rather than democratic.
The NZBC would react to
letters from thinking people,
like
Broadsheet readers, if they got them.
No feedback means that change comes
slowly, which is disastrous fo r as vol
atile a medium as television.

Deidre McCartin

sets side of AKTV2, she found a re
laxed, pleasant atmosphere and was
forcibly struck by the libera) attitude
of her colleagues. Unfortunately, she
feels this attitude doesn't extend up
wards w ithin the corporation.
She had seen a tremendous change.
For example, it was traditional to
look fo r people in technical areas
with a high scholastic record of achiev
ement in mathematics and physics,
but now the attitude has changed to
one of realising that creativity is the
most crucial need in this area.
The appointment of Alan Martin as
the new Director-General of the sec
ond channel has caused a great deal
of excitement; because "you can't
imagine how tremendous it is to know
that the person at the top is one with
actual experience in making programs".
"A nother thing about Alan Martin
that is enormously exciting to me is
his work in Australia with community
television. Community television
is
one of my major interests; the work
being done in community television
overseas shows just how much more
television can do as a medium. Com

munity television is not just current
affairs and local affairs newscasts or
interviews. It has a broader, deeper
reach into people's lives and is, in the
clearest sense of the term, a participa
tory - democracy program. It's done
with a well knit team of people cou
pled with the technical facilities avail
able when needed, who contact people
with regard to positive suggestions on
community actions, using us as the
sounding bpards, the mediums for the
messages".
Asked why there are so few women in
executive positions w ithin the NZBC
hierarchy, Deirdre said: "There are no
jobs in television that a woman can't
do. But the men in controlling pos
itions have-an unconscious prejudice
constantly in operation.
A woman
comes along for a job, and the first
thing she's asked is if she can type it's still like that to a large degree. I
really want to see more women in the
medium, especially in areas in initia
ting programs. And that is, most sim
ply, because women comprise 51% of
our population and it's about time
that they at last are recognised as a v it
al part of culture. Only with due rep
resentation of women in the media, in
politics, and in all the other profes

Deirdre feels a responsibility for weed
ing out social prejudices, even in a pro
gram as enlightened as Playschool. " I
get stories that talk about Mrs Hen
and Mr Rooster. And I change them
to Hen and Rooster - - why do we
need those dreadful labels?"
"The media create culture.
And
what this country needs is a cul
tural revolution, for which the most
powerful medium would be television.
The country must realise that broad
casting belongs to the people, to
themselves, and that the corporation
has no right to be the arbiter of com
munity tastes. In times gone by, the
institutions that most greatly influ 
enced the comm unity at large were
the church and the school. Today,
television is a giant that reaches every
where, so it's become, in a sense, like
religion. Television is now as much an
educational and influential factor on
every member of the community as
the church and school put together.
This brings a tremendous responsibil
ity with it, but that responsibility is
being largely ignored. The only way to
shoulder the responsibility is to re
ceive response from the public. The
talent is there, the need is there, all
that is lacking is the incentive. When
w ill the public provide it? "

SANDI HALL.
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FICTION

THE EDGE OF THE PLAIN
I. believe the moment o f birth
Is when we have knowledge o f death.
I believe the season o f birth
Is the season o f sacrifice
For the tree and the beast, and the fish
Thrashing itself upstream:
And what o f the terrified spirit
Compelled to be reborn,
To rise towards the violent sun
Wet wings into the rain cloud
Harefoot over the moon?
T.S. Eliot
Sharon was perhaps sixteen when I first met her. She had
passed my shop hundreds o f times, one o f the group of
indistinguishable girls that gaggled along to school. When
she first came in, I thought she was just another kid look
ing for some cheap jewellery from the wicker basketful
I kept close to the window.
But soon I came to o realise that she was genuinely cur
ious about antiques on display in my shop, and I came
to look forward to her visits. Well, not only that, but she
was a pretty girl too, and I ’ve got an eye for a pretty girl.
Her hair was toffee coloured, I guess you’d say, the colour
o f brown w illow ware in the sunlight, or the honey brown
tones in a highly polished old oak desk. Her eyes fascin
ated me: they were blue, but different shades o f blue.
Sometimes they were clear and deep blue, like the blue
glass in an old Bostonian bromo-seltzer bottle; sometimes
tney were cloudy blue, like milkglass vases; and very often,
when she was excited by anger or happiness, they deepened
to periwinkel blue, sparkling like the glancing lights from
a piece o f cut crystal. But always they seemed to be deeper
than you could see into them ... like jade or opal, having
depths you constantly tried to plumb.
One o f the things I liked best about her was the way she
spoke. There was none o f that irritating giggling or teenagerish arrogance. She asked intelligent questions and
listened intently to my answers. She had a remarkable
memory. You didn’t have to tell her things twice. And
she learned to recognise the subtle trademarks o f antique
glass and furniture very quickly.
She became fascinated by the histories o f certain pieces:
I remember a carved seventh century ivory triptych, in tri
cately perfect, with the three Wise Men on one panel and
a grouping o f shepherds on the'other, both flanking the
central panel o f the holy family. It was connected by tiny
golden hinges and a minute gold latch closed the three
panels into a miniature book o f ivory.
Sharon loved that triptych; she coveted not because it
was valuable and o f religious significance, but because it
was beautiful and old. The hand o f the carver had left an
im print on the centuries that had passed since his death.
“ I wonder how many people have held this,” she said,
cupping it in the curve o f her palms. ‘‘ And do you think
everyone who owned it knew who had carved it?”
‘‘Oh hell no,” I said. “ D’you think many people care

about the creator o f things? Uh-uh! They either care
about them because o f the money they can get out o f
them, or because they wish to create an impression. Like
someone who knows damn little about art buying a
Matisse.”
For a long moment she gazed into the triptych, then
said: ‘‘That’s im m ortality.” She said the strangest things
sometimes, but I could understand this one. I have fe lt
the same way about old things.
“ Roy, I must have it. How much?”
“ You can’t afford it, girl.” The price was far above her
reach; it was a very old piece.
“ How much?” She was insistent, her eyes coldly blue
with determination. I told her its price and fo r a second
a blank look o f astonishment washed over her face. Then
she flushed with embarrassment and confusion.
“ Yes, it ’s too much fo r me. But Roy, please don’t sell it
to anyone who doesn’t care about it. Please don’t let the
price o f im m ortality be too high for it to have warm hands
and eyes on it again. Please.”
I laughed, because her earnestness was uncomfortable. I
took the little triptych from her hands and set it back in
the showcase. “ Oh, come on Sharon, business is business.
But I’ll try to pick a good owner - should I ask fo r cred
entials?”
“ Yes,” she said fiercely. Then she laughed and relaxed on
the three runged stool that was he/- favourite seat. “ Damn
you! Well then, what have you got that is new?”
I took her to the back o f the store and showed her the
things that I had picked up on a weekend foray into the
country. We talked about some o f the pieces,, and she ran
questioning fingers on a piece o f crystal, brushing away •
the dust in the grooves and listening to my tales o f bar
gaining with the crowd at an auction. She le ft after an
hour or so, and I fe lt good. Suddenly I realised she made
me feel good, sort o f like the way I feel after a fine meal.
Sometimes Sharon would visit the shop three or four times
a week, and sometimes I wouldn’t see her for over a month.
The days would go by and then she would appear, opening
the door to the tinkle o f the goat bell that hung above it,
and seeming to bring a vibrancy with her that made me
aware o f the dust on the statues and clocks. In her mat
uring years our friendship deepened and I realised that
her zest and high spirits masked an unhappiness, or per
haps puzzlement is a better word. Not that it was discu
ssed between us. I just became aware that she seemed to
be asking some silent question or looking for some answer
to a question I didn’t hear.
I remember once, when she was perched on the three run
ged stool by the edge o f the showcase, she stared out into
the afternoon street. I heard a barely audible cry and
looked at her. She was far away, her eyes the indigo of
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jdiciary ink. When she swung back to me she was her
ty self and there seemed to be no way that I could broach
ie subject. But she seemed to find something in visiting
ty shop.
/hen Sharon graduated, I expected her to move away to
larger city. It seemed to me she could find her answers
iere, perhaps, in those stockpiles o f knowledge and life,
u t she didn’t go away; instead, she married Larry, a boy
had known almost as long as I had known her, and it
ime as a real surprise to me. He was one o f those big men

with huge muscled shoulders, interested in motors and the
mechanics o f almost any sort o f machine ... a beer and
pretzel type o f guy, perfectly content to go to a movie
once a week drink with the fellas once a week and spend
the rest o f his time at home.
But he loved Sharon very much, that I know. I saw them
one New Year’s Eve. They were with a group o f younger
married couples that seemed to travel in a pack, a hang
over from the high school ties that held them together.
Sharon was a living A rt Nouveau statuette in midnight
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to the pieces seem to flood the
whole place, and you can almost
hear the temple bells in some lamasary or the snick o f Michaelangelo’s chisel. I fought a desire to
talk about guns and coins.'
“ How long have you known my
wife, Roy?”
“ Oh, about ten years 'or so, I
guess.” I couldn’t help myself : .
“ Why?” The silence unreeled like
an oiled fishing line. Then, abrupt
ly : “ Does she talk to you?”
“ Well sure she talks to me. About
what in particular?”
“ Oh you know . . . about herself. .
and me, I guess” .
“ No, not very much. She talks a
lot about antiques and time, that
sort o f thing, but not much about
her personal life. You know’.’
The silence kept reeling.
Suddenly he lurched o ff the stool
and said with quiet violence: “ No,
dammit, that’s just what I don’t
know. I can’t - - get a grip o f her.
She slides away from me all the
time.
She won’t talk to me” .
His hand made vague gestures that
sent the smoke in crazy circles. “ I
don’t know, sometimes I get the
feeling that life is a big secret she’s
keeping from me” . I made some
noise in my throat, and I remember
thinking that Larry made some
kind o f picture, by Reubens, I
think, as he looked at me. His eyes
were squinted against the haze of
smoke that lazily expanded and
tangled in his hair. He half sobbed
and went on furiously : “ God, she’s
funny. She isn’t contented like
wives should be. She’s got to go
here and there,
Photo: iviargot Nash
Arlene’s on Monday, the theatre on Tuesday and some
blue. I d id n 't go over to her, arid I don’t think she knew
I was there. She got up to dance with a tall red headed man other damn place on Wednesday. And if she’s home on
Thursday she’s happier than hell if I have to go out. Oh,
and as they laughed and spun around, I saw Larry follow
she doesn’t say so, but she gets that shiny look in her eyes
her with his eyes, as if he was afraid she’d disappear. I
and says “ Ok dear” . And when I come back in, you know
fe lt an absurd impulse to go over to him, sort o f reassure
what she’s doing? Lying in the dark fo r Chrissake, looking
him that she was alright, but I didn’t, o f course. It would
at her goddammed painting with the stereo blasting out
have looked kind o f silly. They left soon afterwards to
as loud as it ’ll go. And like as not she’s sitting in the
other revels, and I went home to my little room. The
middle o f the floor, not even sitting on the chesterfield
dim gleam o f the triptych shone through some o f the blue
where i t ’s soft. And when I come in and ask her what the
glass on my bedside table, and I was comforted by the
hell she’s doing she says thinking. Thinking! And if I ask
sight o f them as I lay awake until morning.
her what she’s thinking, she says her thoughts are none o f
In all the years I had known them, I only spoke to Larry
my business. Well, if they aren’t my business, whose are
once. I mean really spoke to him, not just an exchange
they? She’s so damned independent, won’t lean on anyone
o f daily banalities. He had come into the shop looking
or take advice from anyone, says i t ’s a matter o f personal
for her and stayed to smoke a cigarette. He sat on the
freedom, whatever in the hell that might be. She says
three runged stool, his blocky figure making it look very
such weird things too, like ‘ Do you ever feel too modern?
fragile. I told him that I didn’t know where she was, and
What do you suppose that means? Oh Christ, why am I
I hadn’ t seen her fo r about a week, and he just nodded
telling you all this.”
and kept dragging on the cigarette. There’s one thing about
He half turned away, shoulder hunched across his chest.
an antique store: the silence o f the centuries belonging
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And what can you do when a guy’s bleeding all over your
floor? “ Women can be strange sometimes. I t ’ll be OK.
How about a drink?”
“ Oh. No thanks.” He looked at his watch and put his
cigarette out in the bronze ashtray. “ No, I guess I’ll stop
in at Arlene’s and see i f she’s there. Uh ... thanks Roy.
See you.”
The roar o f gasoline power left violet fumes hanging still
on the August air. I watched him from the window, then
began polishing the horse brasses that were nailed along
the upper edge o f the south wall. As the conversation
crystallized in my mind, I fe lt very uneasy, as if a careless
person were holding a Dresden; but then I thought, who
am I, an old bachelor, to be poking into a marriage? I
never liked the thought o f it much myself.
For some weeks I didn’t hear or see either o f them. And
then, one Wednesday, Mrs Schmidt came in. “ Have you
heard about Sharon Langtry?”
“ No, what about her?”
“ Gone.”
“ Gone? Gone where? You mean she and Larry have
moved?” But I had that Dresden feeling again.
“ Nope. I mean that Sharon has gone. No one knows
where to. Just up and le ft one n ig ht Packed two suit
cases, called a taxi and disappeared.”
“ Was Larry at home?”
“ Oh yes. Guess she just told him she was going and go
she did. They never last you know, those kinds o f marr
iages. Everyone knew, even though she had the nerve to
wear white. And once that kiddie died, the whole thing
was finished. Don’t know how it went on so long,
really.”

Mrs Schmidt le ft to spread her prime piece o f news else
where. I thought about Larry, helpless in the face o f
Sharon’s determination; I thought about Sharon packing
her suitcases, obeying her own brand o f logic. Suddenly
the afternoon sun stung my eyes and I had to turn away
from the window that blinded me.
Last week, one o f my regulars dropped in and sat on the
three runged stool. We talked guns awhile and did a deal
for a ’98 Winchester which really bucked me up. While
we were smoking and both feeling satisfied, he pulled a
bundle o f Kleenex from his pocket.
“ Say Roy, just about forgot to show you this.”
“ What is it?”
“ Look for yourself.” He handed me the Kleenex and I
parted the tissues. A dully-brown carving emerged. I put
it on the showcase in the sunlight. It was a naked woman,
eyes closed, chin lifted , long toffee-coloured streaks in
the fall o f her hair about her neck. In the crook o f one
arm she held a baby, plump and smiling. In the other
hand she grasped a skull by one twisted lock o f hair. It
was compelling, almost hacked out o f a piece o f teak
and sanded lightly. We haggled fo r a few minutes and
the piece was mine. I asked him where he got it and he
said a cousin o f his who was in the Navy had picked it up
in Africa or South America or somewhere.
I locked the door behind him and began to close up fo r
the day. I puttered around locking away things that had
been brought out to entice their prospective owners. The
sun fell in amber beads on the showcase and glinted on
the statuette. I picked it up and looked at it closely.
The resemblance was uncanny, but I had no real way of
knowing who carved it or who the model was. That’s it
over there, by the ivory brooch. Don't pick it up, will
you?
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Mr Justice Boreham told her:
“This is an exceptional case. You have shown
yourself to be a good wife, a good mother and a
good housewife and I cannot think of anything
more one could say about any woman.”
quoted from the Evening Standard in the
Northern News - Newsletter of the
Auckland District Law Society.
In the Broadway Mall - a newly developed shopping
area in Palmerston North - two large signs atop racks
of magazines. The one called “ male magazines” and to
the left of the “ male” the other titled “ female maga
zines”. All the knitting and crocheting patterns, women’s
days, weeklies, and similar, are “ female”. The rest of
the general weekly and monthly assortment are “ male” ,
of course, like Time, Playboy, Science Digest etc.

From the Maru Maru Tavern north of Wairoa. Rules
on the wall for using the pool table Rule No. 8.: No women on the table after 6pm on
Fridays and Saturdays.
Contributed by Jo McComish
Gaoled for Soliciting.

Regina, Saskatchewan.

A 63 - year old farmer was sentenced to 30 days’
gaol yesterday for soliciting a prostitute.
“If ladies of the night should be punished, then
those who entice them should receive equal pun
ishment,” the Judge said.

Dennis the Menace

One wonders not only how they tell the difference, but
why with large, red-lettered signs is it necessary?
A male admirer of one of Auckland’s feminists decided
to send her some flowers. He went into the nearest
florist shop and asked that the flowers be sent to
her. He explained that she was a Ms, not Miss or Mrs,
and the assistant finally understood when he explained
that the recipient of the flowers was a feminist. “ Oh, I
see. But do feminists like getting flowers?”
Sandi Hall.
It’s hard to combat sex-role stereotyping within the home
while some teachers and even whole schools rigidly cate
gorise children according to sex. Two recent examples
of what goes on in our local schools make this abundantly
clear. At an Auckland Intermediate school a class was
organising a sweet stall to raise funds for some worthy
cause. Boys did the heavy work: setting up the stall,
while the girls had to package and wrap up the sweets.
Some boys who complained that they would like to help
with this were told simply that they couldn’t. Same
school held a social last week. The boys were each asked
to bring 20c; girls a plate. What a pity all the parents
of the girls didn’t just send along a 20 cent plate - e.g.
4 stuffed eggs, or 13A sandwiches, or 2 plain cakes with
no icing or cream, or 3 plain buttered buns, or 1 slice
of pizza pie, or 2 sausage rolls.
Sandra tPoney__________________‘

_______
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Connoisseurs of food and wlna Hove on old saying*
"Fin# wina should be treated like a woman in
bed —- handled carefully, warmed slowly and
taken leisurely — Foolish is the man who gallops
through such pleasure . . . I am the true con
noisseur . . . I choose wine, food, women and
friends that I enjoy/'

Star 27///7«
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Situated In an established
area on the North Shore,
with (no
opposition
Has
accommodation with plenty
of playing area for children.
Can be easily run by wife.
Good turnover, ad long term
lease. Will consider trading.
Ph. 485-189-
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e November 1973 issue of “ Ms” ran an article from
Kay Weiss about the connection between the use of
Stilbestrol and vaginal cancer in the daughters of women
who had used it. It was commonly used to try to pre
sent miscarriage and is now used for the morning-afterpill which is being prescribed by New Zealand doctors.
Kay Weiss reported:—
‘Between 1945—1970, 3 million pregnant women were
prescribed DES (Diethylstilbestrol) as an ‘anti-miscar
riage’ drug in this country. This was done despite the
fact that the medical literature contained 6 scientific
reports demonstrating that DES was statistically ineffec
tive and ‘totally useless’ in prevention of miscarriage.
DES, a synthetic estrogen, affected the development of
the anterior vaginal wall of the fetus during the 8th week
of its formation. Cells in the future vaginal tissues under
went malignant transformation.
At puberty, when their vaginal cells normally began in
creased mitosis, the malignant defect that was caused
by DES in utero expressed itself. 90% of these DES
daughters are now thought to have vaginal adenosis,
which may be precancerous lesions. Some have cancer.
A unique type of vaginal cancer, clear-cell adenocarcin
oma, which never existed in the world medical literature
before 1970, began to occur as these DES daughters
reached puberty.
2 0 0 of them have so far developed vaginal cancer be
tween 1970—1974. One million more DES daughters
will reach puberty in the 1980’s and 1990’s.
Unlike cervical cancer which is highly operable, the prog
nosis for vaginal adenocarcinoma is poor. Some daught
ers have died within 18 months of diagnosis. This is the
first time in history that we are witnessing a physiciancaused epidemic, or the transplacental production of
cancer. And it is all happening to women.
Gynaecologists are compounding the problem. Many of
the DES daughters who have irregular bleeding, some
times a symptom of vaginal cancer or adenosis, have
been prescribed birth control pills to stop it. Estrogen
in the birth control pills acts as a growth hormone for
cancer and can cause latent cancer to enter its propaga
tion stage.

HEALTHY
WOMEN
National Institutes of Health recently awarded 10 uni
versities research grants to test a massive dose of DES
(250 mg) as a ‘morning-after-pill’ (containing the estro
genic activity of 4 years’ supply of birth control pills)
on college-age women, even though a large number of
them are DES daughters in whom it can speed the growth
of latent cancer. The F.D.A. approved this massive dose
of DES for women at the same time it banned a minute
dose of DES (0.3mcg.) in cattle feed because it was
showing up in beef. The morning-after pill is 8 3 5 ,0 0 0
times the amount of DES that was banned for human
consumption.
None of our public health agencies (F.D.A., N.I.H.,
National Center for Disease Control, American Cancer
Society, National Cancer Institute) nor the physicians
who gave the drug, have seen fit to recall these
3 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 women and test them or even inform them
that they were given DES.
Many hospitals and obstetricians are refusing mothers
the information as to whether they were given DES in
pregnancy.
A national sampling of physicians reveals that most are
ignorant of the coljtoscopic examination required and
are still advising ‘pap smears’ which in NO way test for
vaginal cancer.
The National Cancer Institute has consented to set up 5
testing centers (locations unannounced). These will test
a total of 1,000 women only to get research data, then
shut down. The other 2 ,999,000 women will have to
seek their own testing, if they know to seek it.
Vaginal cancer and adenosis are most often hidden and
asymptomatic. DES daughters need the special colposcopic examination which Uses a microscope mounted
on a light to test for the presence of adenosis lesions. If
adenosis is not found, that is no guarantee that adeno
carcinoma (cancer) is not present: the Schiller iodinestain test must also be done to test for the presence of
glycogen-containing cells.
It will cost 3 million DES daughters $45 every 6 months
for the rest of their lives to receive these tests. So far
physicians have been refusing the tests.
It is typical that the victims of double-experimentation
have no rights.”

The United Women’s Convention
The programme for United Women’s Convention:
The meeting will open on Friday, June 13th, 7.30pm
with a short social function at the Wellington show
building. A briefing session for all workshop convenors
will be held immediately prior to this, to complete
arrangements for the following day.

Saturday June 14th:
9am. Dr Mead will address the Convention, followed by
commentaries from invited New Zealand speakers.
11am. Conversation break.
11.15- 1.15pm. Workshop 1.
1.15- 1.45pm. Lunch (provided at Convention).

It should be noted that there will be no voting on any
topics during the Plenary session: reports will be given,
and comments made or ‘pointers’ for future action out
lined. Members of each particular workshop will be able
to vote on issues during distussion time prior to the
final session.
It is possible to ac 'ommodate up to 40 separate work
shops, and nearly 40 topics were offered by over 50
different groups/individuals. Each workshop will run
twice, in two 2-hour sessions, and everyone, including
workshop convenors, will be able to attend at least
2 different workshops. Reports from each workshop
will be required for duplication and circulation immed
iately before the Henary session on Sunday 15th. I f you
would like to help with the research and discussion for
any o f the workshops, and would like to get in touch
with the convenor, contact: Programme Convenor,
P.O. Box 17-080, Wellington.
The chance to register in any particular workshop during
the Convention weekend will borne during March - April
when forms are distributed.
Presentation may take the form of a short play, or film,
or display of material, followed by a discussion in up
to 10 small groups (total workshops will be limited to
about 100 in each): it may involve the presentation of
a paper by a speaker invited by the workshop convenors,
with group discussion following; or it may depend on
the interests and skills of women who actually register
for a particular topic that concerns or attracts them.

45-3.45pm. Workshop 2
.45-4pm. Conversation break.
pm-6pm. Workshop 3.
pm-8pm. Dinner (own arrangements)
pm. Various functions: plays: film: or own arrangeient.
unday June 15th:
am. Ecumenical church service at Wellington Show
luilding
0-12pm. Workshop 4.
2-lpm Lunch (provided at Convention)
pm-2.45pm. Plenary session: presentation of reports,
fith any recommendations or ‘pointers’ from various
/orkshop sessions.
.45pm-5pm Afternoon tea, and opportunity to contact
workshop convenors re future activities.
legislation: This will cost $5.00 (lunch for two days
lcluded). An additional cost will be for any functions
ttended (we will book for you) on Saturday 14th. We
nsh to have all registration forms completed by May
st so that satisfactory arrangements can be completed
or travel and accommodation (billets will be provided
f requested). Forms and all details will be distributed
luring March and April. The Wellington Show Building
as numerous suitable workshop areas, plus partitions
or all our needs, and a film theatre, two attached lounges,
nd good internal heating. Ample parking. A well-run
reche will be provided free, with experienced care for
ny small babies.

NEW BROOM:

diane fitzgerald

wins kelliher economics prize
■

*■

Vis Fitzgerald, an 18-year-old 7th form student, was
jlaced first in this annual national competition set up
>y the Kelliher Economic Foundation and judged by
h-ofessor Pritchard of Auckland University.
n 3,000 words she examined the Labour Party’s mani
festo on finance in the light of existing and subsequent
:onditions, and compared theory with action taken.
Economics was a subject she took up only in 1974. She
ntends to study law and economics at Auckland Universty in 1975. She thinks that her career choice is a
iaturai one but could be combined successfully with
narriage and/or children, although the latter may mean
i temporary break from work. Some of her male
Mends find her interest in economics a little odd. Some
>f them think the prize was a fluke. “ They seem to
;hink that because I got it, obviously they could have
lone better had they known about it and bothered to
;nter.”
fortunately Diane was educated at an all girls school,
VlcAuley College, which incidentally has 500 young
vomen, 8 of whom reached the 7th form in 1974.
Obviously academic success is not our only priority.
Diane’s achievement, her sense of self and future, is a
tep towards the creation of a national female consciousless from which must ultimately flower a community
■eappraisal of values and social expectations.
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From NOW Auckland
Prompted by anxiety that the basic issue of the need for
full access to contraceptive advice, information and
supplies is being overshadowed and confused by the pre
sent controversy about abortion, the National Organisa
tion for Women, Auckland Branch, feeling that you will
share our concern, asks for your consideration of the
attached statement.
You may like to know that it has been sent to other
Members of Parliament and that copies have gone to ed
itors in the various news media.
You will see that it is supported by some other individuals
and organisations, this support, gained at very short
notice, was given most willingly.
CONTRACEPTION: ADVICE, INFORMATION
AND AVAILABILITY.
Our organisation is concerned that the excessive polariz
ation of opinion in the abortion controversy, emphasi
sing as it does only one aspect of a much wider social
problem, may push into the background the basic issue the right to full and complete information on contra
ceptive methods.
Contraceptive facilities are generally inadequate in New
Zealand, and recognition of and action on this situation
are crucial.
We ask for active, practical government support of the
resolution approved by the United Nations Commission
on the Status of Women in January of this year, that
“ the right to decide freely and responsibly on the num
ber and spacing of their children is a fundamental right
of parents which facilitates the exercise of other human
rights, especially by women”.
In order to gain that right, women must have unfettered
access to contraceptive advice that is medically sound
and unbiased by the religion or moral scruples of the
person giving that advice. Moreoever, financial incapac
ity should never prevent any woman from obtaining
such advice or contraceptive supplies.
In support of these principles we make the following
submissions.
1.
We believe contraception should be free, or at
least very substantially subsidised. When so much else is
available on prescription we cannot see why this essent
ial item should be regarded differently, and would like
to see doctors given much more discretion in the matter
of supplying free contraceptives.
We note the recent statement that medical practitioners
have been able, in some circumstances, to prescribe
contraceptives free of charge since late 1972, but in fact
since October 1972 only 215 women in the entire
country have received free contraception. We feel it is
significant that of these, 80% were referred by doctors
at Family Planning Clinics. Twenty women out of the
total referred were refused the contraceptives ( in some
cases that decision was later reversed) because no medi
cal grounds were given. We do not see that women who
need contraceptives and cannot afford to pay for them
should have to prove a health reason. The social reason
is surely all compelling.

We recommend that tubal ligation and vasectomy should
be performed free of charge, and that whatever the
general rule about contraceptive supplies, free contra
ceptives for one year after childbirth should be made
available to every woman.
Though much of what we say appears to relate to women
only we do not accept the prevalent attitude that contra
ception is solely a woman’s concern. We urge that every
thing possible be done through education, information
and publicity to encourage in males a sense of their
own responsibility in preventing unplanned pregnancies.
2.
We ask for more Family Planning Ginics (at present
there are only 26 in New Zealand) and for greatly
increased government support for the clinics. Though
some GPs appear not to support the extension of clinics
there is evidence that the ordinary GP for various reasons
- pressure of work, for instance - may not give the time
for full discussion and detailed advice very often necess
ary when determining the best contraceptive method in
a given case.
Further, we see nothing in medical training that fits doc
tors to make moral judgements for others, and we insist
that a doctor’s religious persuasion must not affect his
professional conduct. We therefore ask that any doctor
who for any reason is averse to giving contraceptive
advice and information should be required to clearly
state this fact on a notice prominently displayed in his
waiting room, with the address of the nearest sympathe
tic doctor or family planning clinic appended. It should
be clearly recognised and accepted by the medical pro
fession that it is completely unethical for any doctor or
specialist to disguise personal reluctance to advise on the
full range of contraceptives as being prompted by medi
cal or health considerations.
3.
New Zealand has the highest extra-nuptial birthrate
of any extensively developed country. Since the same
pressures are affecting behaviour and attitudes to sexual
activity in all developed countries, we Relieve a significant
contributory factor to this high rate is that in New Zea
land there has been no corresponding increase in the
availability to young people of the means of preventing
pregnancy. Here the attitude still persists that it is more
wicked to take preventive measures against pregnancy
than it is to have pre-marital sex. If under-16-year-olds
are able to conceive and to give birth, surely it is essential
that they have access to the means of preventing preg
nancy. Apart from moral considerations and the often
appalling social consequences to mother and child, it is
medically inadvisable for a yojing child to have a baby.
There is far greater risk of complications and maternal
and child morbidity.
We believe a full programme of sex education, including
as an integral part contraception and its place in human
sexual relations, must be established in all schools as
advocated in the booklet Human Development and Re
lationships in the School Curriculum.
We would also like to see much greater emphasis on edu
cation for all age groups, with widely publicised inform
ation sources and more open official encouragement
for responsibility planned parenthood.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rates: $1 per column inch

ACCOMMODATION WANTED
Feminist, 29, law student, seeks accommodation
(own room) near Waikato University. Contact
Ms Wallace, 4 Firth St, Hamilton, Phone 6744G.

Women’s prison visiting scheme requires
women to join visiting roster. Must be
genuinely interested in social welfare of
women inmates and long term commitment.
Phone Nicki 764 399.
Any woman wanting photographs from the
Speak Out, or any other photos taken by
Margot Nash please contact her at:
53 Middleton Road,
Newmarket,
Auckland phone 502 904.
THE CIRCLE

send $4.00

to: Epsom
48 St Andrews Rd
.Auckland 3
Name:
Address:
Phone:

The Circle is a lesbian magazine and may be obtained from
P.O. Box 427,
Waterloo Quay,
WELLINGTON.
Send $4.00 for one year’s subscription.
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NO CRECHE

commencing month:

W EEK EN D
Contribute to THE FEMINIST WEEKEND COLLECTION

Send us your stories, poems, cartoons, raves, skits,
Evening March 21 — 23 Narrows Park 8 miles S.E.
sketches, articles, TYPED DOUBLE SPACE ON SIDE
Hamilton (near.Airport).
ONLY. We will thermafax a stencil directly from your
You will need ideas and enthusiasm, sleeping gear, food\
layout
and gestetner copies to be available at
and utensils, $3.00, funtime things, e.g. guitars, kites,
BEGINNING
of the camp.
cricket b ats..................
ORIENTATION — consolidation of feminist movement.
— raising of personal and collective
consciousness.
P.O. Box 108, Matangi OR 12 Bond St, Hamilton.
— construction of specific strategies for
change.
— Have fun together.
Friday Evening barbeque get together. Bring your own.
First 120 registrations guaranteed a bunk.
Saturday morning — grassroots rap “ What Feminism Means
for Me”. Small informal groups.
Return To - MS. CALVERT
LUNCH — SWIMMING — BREAK
12 BOND STREET,
pjj 53472
Afternoon Workshops or particular issues of interest initiated
HAMILTON.
by interested Feminists. WHAT ARE YOU INITIATING7
COMMUNAL POT LUCK COOK UP
M s.............................................................................................
Feminist Fling — Stage provided — do your own thing,
e.g. singing, acting, dancing, aerobatics, films, art display.
Address.................................................................
Sunday upon rising - MASS GATHERING - to knot
out concrete strategies, tactics for CHANGE. Ideas
presented for hearing discussion and debate by concerned
Included is mv $3.00 registration I will hrin^ a caravan/tent.
concerned groups.
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